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PRESIDENT FACES HOSTILE CONGRESS
President Truman (lower left) stands ev,.Lt, hands behind his bacx as he speaks to politically-
hostile congress, (July 27). In front row are cabinet members. In next two rows are senators.
Behind them are members of the house. Most of those shown are Republicans. Note the Presi-
dent's two-tone black and white shoes. (AP Wirephoto)
JOYCE COLE, ROTARY
QUEEN FOR 1948-49,
IS PRESENTED CUP
Joyce Cole, who won the
title of Rotary Queen 104 the
year 1948-49 at thg recent
Turtle Derby, was presented
a silver loving cup at Tues-
day' night's meeting of the
Rotary Club, past president
Mark Cunningham making
the presentation. Nancy Car-
din, retiring Rotary, Queen
and Mrs. N. T. Cole were
honor guests. Rotarians
Douglas Sullenger, Albert
Henry and John IL Williams,
Marion, and Rev, George
Boehmicke, Hopk in sville,
were other guests. Ralph
Randolph had as his guest,
his brother-in-law, Jimmy
Hindman. of Memphis, Tenn.
Marshall County Gets
Another Million Dollar
Manufacturing Plant
The Pittsburg Metallurgical
Company, manufacturers of al-
loys used in steel production,
will build a $1,000,000 plant on
a 75-acre tract near Calvert
City, Charles F. Colbert, Jr.,
president and general manager,
announced at Paducah.
Construction will begin with-
in 60 to 90 days and the factory
is expected to be in operation
within eight months, accordim;
to Colbert. He said the plant
will employ 250 men, mostly
semiskilled laborers, when it
opens. The company later plans
to expand its Calvert City
operations.
Site of the proposed plant is
adjacent to the site where Penn-
sylvania Salt Company is build -
in a $3,000,000 plant to manu-
facture flourine chemicals.
Has Minor Operation
In Nashville Hospital
Miss Mary Wilson Eldred un-
derwent a minor operation
St. Thomas Hospital, Nashvills,
Wednesday morning. Her condi-
tion is reported to be satisfac-
tory, a relative said Wednesday.
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New Fire Truck For
City - County Proposed
A proposal advanced by Fire
Chief Clyde Kercheval and As-
sistant Chief Gordon Glenn that
a new fire truck be purchased
for use in fighting fires in both
city and county has met with
enthusiastic support in the coun-
ty, Mr. Kercheval said Tuesday,
as residents of Caldwell's rural
areas reacted to the first such
opportunity they have ever had.
Councilmen Wadlington and
Jake and Chief Kercheval were
named a committee to investigate
the project at Monday night's
City Council meeting but the
matter has not yet been pre-
sented to the Fiscal Court, The
Leader was advised.
Whether insurance covering
city firemen would apply in the
county, how the plan would af-
fect legal status of volunteer
firemen, now the actuarial bu-
reau regulations would govern
and many other details are yet
to be worked out, Chief Ker-
cheval said.
The State Fire Marshal's office
has been asked to send a rep-
resentative here soon to furnish
advice and counsel and the pro-
ject seems to have a good chance
of success, Mr. Kercheval said.
Homemakers' Rugs
Are On Display
Ten Clubs Show Handi-
craft Of Members In
Store Windows
Ten of the 14 Homemakers
Clubs are exhibiting hooked
rugs in four display windows in
Princeton this week.
Mrs. Don Boitnott, chairman
of the committee on exhibits.
said "I am showing the rug I
made before I received instruc-
tions from Miss Vivian Curnutt,
home furnishing specialist, Uni-
versity of Kentucky. The first
rug I made is an example of
poor construction and design.
My second rug has good design,
blend of colors, and smooth con-
struction."
Mrs. Raymond Phelps and Mrs.
Ray Martin assisted Mrs. Boit-
nott in arranging the display.
The exhibit may be seen in
the windows of L. H. Lowry,
dry goods; Purdy Department
Store, Brown's Furniture Store
and Federated Store.
Revival To Be Held
At Friendship School
Revival services will be Maid
at the Friendship Schoolhouse
for two weeks, beginning Wed-
nesday night, Aug. 4. Services
will begin at 8 o'clock each
night.
Rev. Victor Schroer of the
First Clfurch of the Assemblies
of God at Evansville, Ind., will
be in charge of the services. He
has held revivals in Trigg and
Christian counties and invites
his many friends to attend.
Mrs. Jack Krenrich and little
son, Jerry, has returned to their
home in Syracuse, N. Y., after
a visit to her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Leo Walker, Hopkinsville
Road.
Get Polio Information
From Billie Gresham
Mary Wilson Eldred, cuon-
ty chairman for Infantile
Paralysis control, advised
this week that should a case
of polio develop here (there
is some in the State) the
family affected should con-
tact Billit T. Gresham at the
postoffice, who will give in-
formation about steps to be
taken to place the victim in
hospital.
Dies Tragically
Johnny (lift
last Rites Held
For Johnny Clift
Caldwell Native Died
Tragically At Hop-
kinsville July 23
Funeral services for Johnny
Clift, 33, former Prineetanian,
were held Sunday afternoon,
July 25, at Morgan's Funeral
Home, with the Rev. L. J.
Knoth, of Kuttawa, officiating.
Clift's body was found Fri-
day in Little River, near Second
Street Bridge, in Hopkinsville.
A .callenerSi jury returned a
verdict that he ended his own
life.
He had been employed as an
insurance salesman and at 1
filling station in Hopkinsville
since leaving .Princeton several
years ago. While living here he
worked for Koltinsky's, Prince-
ton Shoe Co., and for a while
was engaged in farming in the
Fredonia community. He was a
member of the First Baptist
Church.
A son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
John L. Clift, of the New Beth-
el community, near Fredonia,
Clift is survived by his widow,
the former Marorie Nichols. of
Princeton; two young sons, Joe
and Johnny; and a sister. Mrs.
Joe Hughes, the former Lucille
Clift, of Louisville.
Pallbearers were Nat Baker,
Jack and William Cry Henry
and Clay Wilson.
Interment was in New Bethel
Cemetery, near Fredonia.
25-Year-Olds To
Be Drafted First,
Officials Agree
5,000 Men Will Be
Processed First Six
Months, Director
Hershey Says
By ASSOCIATED PRESS,
Washington — Selective Ser-
vice Director Lewis B. Hershey
announced Tuesday that 25-year-
old men will be drafted first.
Other age groups will be taken
in order of their registration,
he said.
Hershey made the announce-
ment after a conference with
members of the Senate and
House Armed Service commit-
tees.
Later he told newsmen that
approximately 5,000 men will be
processed in the first six months
of the program, beginning with
the 25-year-olds and working
down through those in the 22-
year age brackets.
Chairman Gurney (R
-SD), of
the Senate Armed Services Com-
mittee, said the system estab-
lished by the Selective Service
Board for the selection of draft-
ees is -fair and in accordance
with the act." Chairman An-
drews (R-NY) of the House
group, concurred.
Of 5,000,000 men to be pro-
cessed in age groups 22-25, in-
clusive, Hershey estimated only
about 70,000 would be actually
subject to peacetime service of
21 months. He called attention
do the fact that deferments for
svarious reasons will cut down
the number of men available.
The draft director said he has
not yet received word from the
Army as to when or how many
men it will require. He told a
news conference last week that
the first call probably will not be
issued before October 1.
Tuesday Hershey said if the
Army should ask for 30,000 men
on the first call, Selective Ser-
vice probably would have to dip
down into 23-year-olds to get
that many. He said he doubts
that more than 8,000 25-year-olds
are available for service.
Registration of the 2.5-year-
olds starts August 30. Succeed-
ing age groups will register in
September, ending with the 18-
year-olds September 18.
Hershey stressed that all men
in the 18-25 age brackets most
register, unless they are on ac-
tive duty in the armed services.
VVeterans and members of the
National Guard and other re-
serve units are required to reg-
ister, he said. He added that
Selective Service has not yet
written regulations to govern
deferments.
"But we are reasonably firm
now on how we will proceed
with selection," he said.
Administration of the act,
Andrews emphasized, is up to
General -Hershey.
Hershey said details of the
selection system were not avail-
able at this time.
— Next Band Concert Is
Scheduled For Aug. 9
The Butler Summer Band will
give several more concerts she-
fore school starts, exact dates
no being known now but pro-
bable date for the next one is
August 9, K. V. Bryant said
Wednesday. The concerts will be
on the lawn of Butler High
School. The a nnu al band
camp will be at Kuttawa
Springs the last week in August,
Mr. Bryant said.
•
Five From County
Enlist In Army
William C. "Billy" Walker,
Joseph S. Barnes and Robert
Holloman, all of Princeton, and
Alva C. Wood and William Al-
len, of Cobb, have enlisted in
the U. S. Army and are assign-
ed to the Third Armored Divis-
ion, Ft. Knox, it was reported
this week by Sgt. William H.
Dunn, local recruiter.
Livestock Market
Saks were fully $1 higher
than last week and active at the
advance on the Princeton Live-
stock Market Monday, it was re-
ported by Brad Lacey, manager.
Total head sold was 1028. Baby
beeves topped at $29; no. 1 vests,
$30; and hogs, $28.75.
Purchase ('hilton Home
Mr and Mrs. C. A. Varble
have purchased the home of the
late Mrs. John Chilton, located
on Darby street, and will move
there in about V,vo weeks, he
said Wednesday.
State Acts Promply On
County's Request For
Aid In Re-Assessment
Flying Saucers Are
Reported Again
'Those pesky flying saucers
are back again, this time ac-
companied by wingless
planes which shoot flames,
aluminum-covered balloons
and other phenomena, in
various parts of the U. S.
The flying saucers, seven
or eight of them, were sight-
ed Monday night on U. S. 62
between Princeton and Ed-
dyville, by L. W. Bodenham-
er and son.
Mr. Bodenhamer said they
looked like red moons and
moved briskly across the
sky, horizontally.
Is
Cummins Heads
S. S. Association
Annual Meeting Of Cald-
well Body Was
Held July 22
Kelsie R. Cummins was elect-
ed to be the new president of the
Caldwell County Sunday School
Association at the annual meet-
ing of that organization, held
Thursday, July 22, at the Cen-
tral Presbyterian Church. Din-
ner at noon was a feature. Mr.
Cummins succeeds Meg. Mamie
Curry, who served the last 2
years. .
Other officers named were: L.
W. Guess, Fredonia, first vice
president; T. G;. Blackburn,
Fredonia Route 1, liesond vice
president; Ted V. Holt, Fredonia
Route 3, third vice president;
Mrs. Hazel Dobbins. fourth vice
president, and Mrs. J. J. Rosen-
thal, secretary-treasurer.
Fred T. Fowler, Louisville,
field secretary of the Kentucky
Sunday School Association, made
the principal address of the
meeting, which was attended by
about 35 persons.
Jack Kennedy, Revenue Department Appraiser 14
Years, Here To Help County Officials Make
Equitable Levy; Judge Wood Names Carl Sparks
And Rumsey Taylor To Assist in Revaluation Of
Property In County And City
Carrying out his pledge made here recently to lend aid
to the city and county to bring about a fair and eouitable
tax assessment, State Commissioner of Revenue H. Ciyde
Reeves sent Jack Kennedy, an appraiser with the State De-
partment of Revenue the last 14 years, to Princeton, Mon-
day. He will begin his work here August 2.
Oil Well Test Is
Down 300 Feet
In North Caldwell
First Venture Of Kind
In Area Which Had
Producing Gas Wells
24 Years Ago
A test well for oil is reported
to be down 300 feet on the Ray-
mond Lowery farm, near the
Quinn schoolhouse, in the ex*
treme northern section of Cald-
well county, near Tradewater
River.
Smith Oil Company, of Owens-
boro, is sinking this "wildcat"
test well on its own lease and
with a new rig. It offsets leases
of the Sohio Oil Company
(Standard of Ohio).
Drilling began July 19 and
the well will go to the Devonian
sand, The Leader is advised.
This is the first well to be
drilled for oil in this area of
the county, the nearest proven
production having been along
Trader/Ater River, on the Poe
place, 8 miles from the Smith
venture.
About 3 miles from the new
test, productive gas wells were
sunk in 1924, but the pipe was
pulled from these holes about 2
years ago.
Two geologists, one for the
Standard Oil Company, the other
for Smith, made the location for
the present test.
Preliminary Plans For
New Hospital Approved
Chairman Thos. J. Simmons,
of the Caldwell County War
Memorial Hospital, announced
Tuesday he has received approv-
al from the Chicago office of
the United States Health Ser-
vice of preliminary plans for
the new hospital here, with in-
structions to proceed immediate-
ly with final working plans.
Application will he made at
-once, Mr. Simmons said, for the
Caldwell hospital's sshare of a
$1,000,000 State fund to help
provide more local hospitals in
Kentucky, made available July
24 by the State Building Com-
mission. This is expected to be
$25,000 or $30,000, the chairman
said.
Architect Molloy advised Mr.
Simmons Tuesday that his final
drawings of the hospital will
soon be ready and when avail-
able her a picture of the build-
ing as it will appear will be pub-
lished in The Leader.
Had One-Half Hot Day
On 7,000-Mile Trip
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Sim-
mons and Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Sharp are back
home from their 7,000-mile
vacation trip which took
them to California and most
of the interesting scenic
places between here and the
west coast. They said they
had only one-half a hot day
on the entire journey and
frequently slept under two
or three blankets.
•--
Last Rites To Be
Held For War Victim
With VFW In Charge
Funeral services„for Cpl. Cal-
vert P'Pool, son of M. P. P'Pool,
of the Hopson community, who
was killed overseas June 8, 1945,
will be held at the home Sat-
ursday afternoon, July 31, at 2:30
o'clock, with the Rev. L. B.
Hooks officiating. The body will
arrive here Friday and be at
Brown's Funeral home until
Saturday. Members of the V. F.
W. will be in charge, and burial
will be at Cedar Hill Cemetery.
Corporal P'Pool is survived by
his father, a brother, Harold
P'Pool, Morganfield, and a sis-
ter. of Nashville, Tenn.
Thomas L. Amoss, of the high-
way Department, was in Frank-
fort on business Monday and
Tuesday of this week.
Death comes To
'Dutch' Mitchell
Was I. C. Electrician
Here 25 Years; Funeral
Tuesday
Funeral sservices for Herman
"Dutch" Mitchell, 55, who died
Sunday at Illinois Central Hos-
pital, Chicago, were held Tues-
day afternoon at 2:30 at Mor-
gan's Funeral Home, with the
Rev. H5 G. M. Hailer officiating.
He had been ill about 6 months.
A son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Calvin Mitchell, of Caldwell
county. Mr. Mitchell was born
in Cerulean. For the last 25 years
he had been employed as a
electrician at the I. C. Railway
shops here. He was a member of
the Elks Lodge and a past cons-
mander of the American Legion.
Elmer Tudor, C. A. Varble,
John Eison, Walter Myers, Lem
Morse and S. A. Beckner, Leg-
ionnaires, were active pallbear-
ers. Honorary pallbearers were
Hillery Barnett, Thomas Lacey,
'Cooper Crider, Gordon Glenn,
R. A. Willard, C. A. Lautenmey-
er, Chas. Jacobs and W. E
Brown.
Survivors are his widow and
two sons, Philip, Madisonville,
and Reginald, Princeton.
Interment was in Cedar Hill
Cemetery. •
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Hodge. S.
Jefferson street, are visiting rel-
atives in Detroit, Mich.
To assist the State agents and
Mrs. S. J.- Larkins, county tax
assessor, Judge Clyde 0. Wood
appointed Carl Sparks, prom-
inent farmer-businessman for the
county, and Rumsey Taylor,
leading building contractor of
this section, for the city.
Additional personnel being
needed in her office to take care
of clerical work in connection
with the reassessment work,
Mrs. Larkins announced she had
appointed Mrs. Henry Curry and
Lillie Larkins as her deputies.
"I want to make it clear that
the Revenue Department is not
coming into this community to
reassess property", Jess Thom-
as, member of the State Tax
Commission who accompanied
Mr. Kennedy to Princeton, told
a meeting held in the office of
Judge Clyde Wood Monday af-
ternoon attended by county of-
ficials, Dr. F. T. Linton and
members of the Citizens Com-
mittee.
"What we are doing is mak-
ing good on our promise to lend
the aid of experts of the Revenue
Department at Frankfort to the
movement of local citizens and
their officials looking toward
equalizing the tax assessment
here", Mr. Thomas stated. An-
other State agent will come here
later to assist in the work, Mr.
Thomas said.
Last week The Leader pub-
lished a formal advertisement,
over the signature of Dr. Lin-
ton, chairman of the Citizens
Committee, notifying all citizens
that the committee had authoriz-
ed 4 1.idge Wood to request the
State assistance for a reassess-
ment here with the purpose of
bringing the city and county tax
level up to the State average,
and pledging to the County
Judge the aid of the civic clubs
sponsoring the Citizens Commit-
tee and their members as in-
dividuals in this project.
Mr. Thomas said the State
average assessment now is 56
percent of actual value. The
average in Princeton was 21.5
percent and in the county, 24.6
percent last year, the lowest
in Kentucky.
Madisonville Golfers
Win Sunday Tourney
The Madisonville Country
Club golfers won a hotly cot-
tested golf tournament from the
local niblick wielders on the
home course last Sunday by the
score of 321/2 to 301/2. Koltinsky
was low for Princeton, with 70;
Barron for the visitors, with 71.
Willard Moore had 74 and Cur-
tiss, Madisonville, 76.
Flat Rock School To
Open Monday, Aug. 2
Flat Rock School will open
Monday, Aug. 2, with Roy
Thomas Mayes serving as teach-
er, the office of the county school
superintendent announced this
week.
N. & H. Hosiery Co. Buys
West End Food Store
The West End Food Store, Mc-
Nary street, owned by Mrs. 'R.
S. Sneed, was purchased this
week by the N. &H. Hosiery Co.,
Grayson Harralson, associated
with W. H. Nichols and Thomas
Lacey, who will move theie
wholesale business from the
Young Lumber Yard office to
their new stand about August 15,
after some remodeling has been
done, Mr. Harralson said Wed-
nesday.
On Buying Trip
Mr. and Mrs. Saul Pogrotsky
are in St. Louis this week at-
tending the 25th anniversary of
the American Retailers Associa-
tion and buying fall and winter
merchandise for Finkel's Fair
Store.
see,
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Vigilance For Liberty
Perhaps too often in these columns the
warning is given about the penalties of
neglecting the duty of citizens to vote;
but this seems a year when it is more
imperative than ever before to safeguard
our freedoms.
Recent world history proves beyond
cavil that when too many persons leave
the busines of government to others,
democracies fall, dictators rise, Ott wars
wreck humankind.
A primary election is coming up Sat-
urday, Aug. 7, and again a light vote is
anticipated in western Kentucky. This is
dangerous, for it lets barriers down and
paves the way for expensive follies.
The Leader feels that experience in
office now is of the greatest importance;
and believes Democrats here should take
the trouble to vote August 7 for the re•
tention in Congress of Noble J. Gregory,
who has served us conspicuously well,
and for Virgil Chapman for the Senate,
on his great record of performance for
all the people, but especially for the
farmers.
Kentucky Needs More Salesmen
At a luncheon meeting in Louisville
the past week, Commissioner Guthrie re-
ferred to the new state police as a "group
of Kentucky salesmen." The same des-
criptive words might well be applied to
all officers and agents of the common-
wealth, whatever be their rank or title
or the kind and character of work for
which they are hired. The Governor is
a salesman for Kentucky, and strangers
in his office the first time unconsciously
form an estimate of the man and the
people he represents by the appearance
of the chief executive in greeting visitors.
There is a naturalness about Earle C.
Clements that is his most valuable asset.
He grew up in a county seat town where
his father was twice sheriff and once
county judge. Meeting and greeting peo-
ple was a part of his life.
And when he moved into the Gover-
nor's marision-in Frahkfort it was just a
transfer, a 'promotion, with harder work
and more duties and more responsibili-
ties. The salesman for Union county be-
came a salesman for Kentucky. And
while he doesn't have time to talk at
length with callers, as when he was sher-
iff, county judge and county clerk at
Morganfield, there is about him the same
air of friendliness and personal interest
in those who come to see him as when he
was a young deputy under his father.
The salesman for Kentucky has grown
up. The boundaries in the territory where
he works at the job of selling are larger,
but the principles of selling Kentucky
differ little from selling Union county.
From the Governor down, Commission-
kentucky On The March
er Crowe's designation fits, and when Ken-
tuckians from any of the one hundred
twenty counties have business in the
state capital or just stop in Frankfort
while passing through this "salesman for
Kentucky" spirit should be felt, and when
strangers from other states park their
cars for an hour of sight-seeing they are
guests of the commonwealth, entitled to
the privilege of being shown through the
government buildings under proper su-
pervision, and, when Governor Clements
isn't busy, to meet the man who to a
stranger represents the state. And there
the salesmanship qualities that the state
police chief referred to should be in evi-
dence. When a Kentuckian goes into an-
other state he comes away with pleasant
or unpleasant memories of his reception.
People who are often in Frankfort have
a less definite impression about these
"salesmen for Kentucky" than does the
casual visitor to whom it is an event in
his life to cross the Kentucky river on
the new bridge and approach the state
capitol. And when the legislature is in
session, extra attention is paid to those
visitors who express a desire to see the
lawmakers at work. Capitol guides, more
"salesmen for Kentucky", take the visit-
ors in tow and places of chief interest are
pointed out and explained. The commis-
sioner of police would have the men work-
ing with him study to qualify themselves
as "salesmen for Kentucky." The law en-
forcement part of their duties is ac-
pected an,d understood. But as "salesmen
for Kentucky" their work is more
important. (Owensboro Messenger)
Says Flood Woke Paducah
By Ewing Galloway
If pausing passersby see an unusual
radiance in the marble face of Chief Pa-
duke, in the landscaped middle of one of
the Purchase metropolis's beautiful boule-
vards, it is because the spirit of that
locally famous Redskin is proud of the
industrial progress the city named for
him has 'made in recent years.
A good wetting by the 1937 flood woke
Paducah up. Even before all the water
had been pumped out of basements, bus-
iness people and civic leaders saw that
something must be done to save this
city of 35,000 from the bad reputation
given it by the Great Inundation. They
yelled for help and Uncle Sam gave them
a $4,000,000 floodwall, three feet above
the crest of 1937. Paducah began to
grow as soon as the wall was under way.
I'm letting Henry Ward, Paducah
newspaperman taking time off to serve
the state as Conservation Commissioner,
go on from here:
"Paducah is booming . A $1,000,000
Magnavox Company plant has been com-
pleted and is now in operation, with the
first 400 of what eventually will be
2,000 employes at work. This radio parts
manufacturing factory is the most mod-
ern of its type. Additional units are in
the plans.
"The Modine Manufacturing Company,
top manufacturers of automobile and
tractor radiators, selected Paducah as
the site of a new plant last year. So well
satisfied were officials of the company
of production there that they have just
announced plans for the construction of
a $500,000 addition. The contract. has
been awarded, and first stages of con-
struction are under way.
"Getting into full production now is the
new plant in Paducah of the Ray-O-Vac
'Company, manufacturers of dry cell bat-
teries. The Deena Artware Company has
an addition to its pottery plant under
construction. The Claussner Hosiery,
Company, one of the oldest and most
successful of Paducah industries, is ex-
panding its plant. There is full-steam at
the Paducah shops of the Illinois Central
System, where parts for the entire system
are manufactured, at the International
Shoe Company plants, at the Southern
Textile Machinery Cpmpany (only plant
in the country making loopers for hos-
iery machines), and at the many smaller
industrial plants which dot the city.
"But Paducah has not stopped with
the city limits in its efforts to develop
industrial prospects. The Paducah Asso-
ciation of Commerce took the lead in
bringing about the location of a great
new chemical plant of the Pennsylvania
Salt Company 15 miles up the Tennessee
river near Calvert City. Construction is
now under way. And it aided in locating
alongside the Penn-Salt plant a new fac-
tory of the Pittsburg Metallurgical Com-
pany, for which property has been
bought and plans completed. Both were
interested in that site because of a com-
bination of river and rail transportation
and the available cheap electric power
from the' TVA $115,000,000 Kentucky
Dam which is nearby.
"Cooperative marketing is strawber-
ries, peaches, apples and other crops con-
tinue a major factor. The 1948 strawber-
ry crop brought more than a million dol-
lars to the members of the McCracken
County Growers Association.
"Another new industry looms large in
the future of Paducah and other cities of
western Kentucky. It is the development
of tourist trade that will be advanced by
the great 184 mile long Kentucky Lake.
Opening of Kentucky Dam State Park,
26 miles from Paducah, and of Kentucky
Lake State State Park, another 14 miles
away, will stimulate the growth of the
recreation industry, the most prosperous
industry in many states.
"Paducallans met the challenge of the
1937 flood, and now they can afford to
'augh at those who predicted dire thius
for it as a result of that tragedy.
•
If a bee could live that long, it would
take him 64 years to make one pound of
honey.
•
On June 1, 1948 there were 11,287,000
persons at work on farms in the United
States.
•
Wor4apon the Washington Monument in
Washington, D. C., was suspended in
1854 when the shaft was 150 feet high
and was not resumed until 1880.
•
The tuna fish has been timed by scient-
ists at a speed of 44 miles an hour.
"To Ote liwry---Fortvorti 31.41,1111.
.• •
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By G. M.P.
WILD ROSES
In little towns, wild roses
grow.—
Red as sunset; white as snow,
Roses nod near meadow-clover;
They circle fields, and wreath-
ing over
The old stone wall, wild roses
spill
Their fragrance in the evening's
still.
Summer, in a little town,
Wears a royal wild-rose crown.
Mary Adams
* * *
Frank Wood, sojourning at
Monteagle, Tenn., writes Penny-
riler and Dorothy: "Politics is so
hot in Tennessee you have to
stay in your room . . . Crump,
Crump, Crump". So maybe poli-
tics is now the d---edest in our
sister state, i n s te a d of in
Kentucky.
• • •
Many persons here were up in
arms because Lou Nell Russell,
sweet singer, was not given first
place in the radio contest finals
at Paducah last Saturday after-
noon. They said she was easily
and outstandingly the best . . .
but top spot went to a Paducah
girl accordian player. Well, we
think you're mighty fine, any-
how, Lou Nell.
* *
A picture postcard showing a
lot of snow in California was re-
ceived by your reporter from
Tom Simmons . . who said
while the snow was not so heavy
that day, he had been sleeping
under three blankets. His card
came last Thursday . . about
the hottest day I ever felt here.
* * *
We are missing greatly our
good newsman Prentiss Beatty,
who took off last weekend for
Greenfield, Tenn., where he as-
sumes ownedship of The Green-
field Gazette August 1. Prentiss
is a fine young man, a sound and
sincere news worker and won
•
Li▪ terary
Guidepost
By W. B. Rogers
AMERIMAN VAGUARD, edited bY
Don N. Wolfe (Cornell University;
113.50)
Nearly 50 short stories and
sketches written for New School
Research classes have been col-
lected here under various head-
ings: Childhood, love, war, and
son on, and published to en•
courage the young and hitherto
unknown authors.
Their average age being 28,
they came to maturity the hard
way, through depression and
war, and who is to blame them
if they don't see life in terms
of popular fiction or if they are
gripped too fast by harsh reali-
ty to be interested in "escape"
literature like romances and his-
torical novels?
The result is, happily, that
there's very - little happiness.
success or glamor about theif
characters. The best aspect of
the collection is its subject mat-
ter, so real, so sober, so earnest-
ly treated; few books come to
hand packed with such worthy
material. Often, too, the auth-
ors, among them John J. Ma-
loney, Kay Brodney, Leon Hor-
owitz, Theresa Oakes, write like
matured artists, though once in
a while they just miss the ef-
fect or fail to sustain a mood. I
hope they won't follow the all
too common American _pattern
of developing their skills on goon
stuff and finally, sick of Ow
thankless task, putting to use
on shoddy to earn money.
•
The name "Hong Kong" de-
rives from two Chinese char-
acters meaning "sweet stream"
and "fragrant port."
many friends here, as did his
sweet little wife, Betty. Many
Princeton folk will wish them an
abundant success in their new
venture in journalism.
* * *
I have broken in a good many
youngsters in my time but none
had more sincerity or purpose
or better balance than Prentiss
Beatty. The Boss Lady and I
investigated his newspaper pur-
chase ahead of time and feel sure
he will do all right in the west-
ern Tennessee city.
* * *
Jackie went down to Paducah
with Chuck and Bernice Bishop,
Tommy, Barbara, Bob, and Pat-
sy Shortt to see the Freedom
Train. He had a big time . . .
but is a little young to appre-
ciate the full solemnity of what
the train showed and stood for.
* * *
Delivering our two younger
boys and Bubs Harralson to the
Kuttawa Springs swimming pool
last Saturday afternoon, Honey
and I were invited to reman
long enough to see David, 10,
do a "front flip" off the high
diving board. This gave me
some perturbation . . . but the
flip turned out to be merely a
hand-spring; which was amazing
enough. This kid is like his ma
in many respects; and has plen-
ty of the will to win.
* * *
Lee Puryear, highway district
engineer, of Paducah, was in
charge of the crew that marked
off Princeton streets last week.
Mr. Puryear donated his cer-
vices to the city, Police Chief
Roy Router said.
* * *
Hurley Gray, for whom The
Leader has printed the year
book of the Little River Baptist
Association several times, won
Thursda , July 29,
an award from the 8t ,.
elation for his superioi
preparing the copy for t
book. He said the letterpanying the award, a
zipper portfolio, staled th
was the best in the
year.
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Service wherever you go
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In Just two years we've built and sold
more fine cars than any other new
manufacturer in automobile history.
Why? Because America fell in love with
the KAISER and the FRAZER on sight.
Folks are streaming 'nto Kaiser-Frarer
showrooms and learning from present
owners how dependable these two great
cars are. They're learning —from people
who drive them— how soundly they are
built ... how economical they are.., how
muds enjoyment there is in owning one.
THESE ARE THE MOST-COPIED CARS
IN AMERICA, road-proved by 250,001
owners in two billion miles of driving.
Because plenty of Americans insist on
comfort, convenience, style and value,
traditional I.-aders had to "move over" —
as Kaiser-Frazer became the fourth
largest manufacturer of motor cars in
the world in two short years.
Why wait? Enjoy your new car this
summer. You'll get fair treatment and
highest trade-in aitowanCe.
FOR EARLY DELIVERY SEE
WALKER MOTOR SALES
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
has called Congress back to Washington for a
special session, which suddenly takes me out of my campaign for reelection in the closing days
the most important days in any campaign.
Since my return to the District, I have been busily engaged each day in an effort to person-
ally see as many of the Democrats as possible in the interest of my candidacy for reelection, but
now that these efforts must be discontinued, I must rely upon and earnestly urge my friends to
carry on for me in these closing days, seeing that my interests are protected.
There is no substitute for experience whether it be as carpenter, farmer, doctor, lawyer or
congressman. I feel that my experience in this position better qualifies me for future service than
I have heretofore been. Probably now, more than ever before, qualified and experienced men
are needed in the Halls of Congress to handle the complex and difficult problems of government
now facing this nation.
If you feel that my experience better qualifies me, that my private and public life merits
your confidence, that I have tried at all times to represent you intelligently and diligently, I earn-
estly ask that you help me in the August 7th primary with your vote and with a good word in my
behalf to your friends.
I make to you the only promise that any honest public servant can make with the definite as-
surance that the promise will be kept. That promise is that in the future as in the past, I will put
forth every effort of mind and body to the end that the best interests of the greatest number of
people will be served in a common sense manner.
Sincerely,
Noble J. Gregory.
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100 pounds of feed for
,.nys, then feed regular
,ut the sulfaguanidine
.vs then again feed the
sulfaguanidine mix-
day, again feed regu-
1,tankft,i 1, July 29 — Salary
schedules of state employes are
due for a raise, provided depart-
mental budgets can stand it and
the hours of employes will be
raised from thirty-five hours
weekly to thirty-eight an d
three fourths hours. Forty-five
minutes wil be added to the
daily working period. The chan-
ges are of stop-gap variety,
pending a long-range study of
the matter. W. Russell Cox,
Greenburg, an official with
widespread experience in both
private and public capacities,
has been chosen as personnel
technician to make a long-range
study of the problem of person-
nel classification.
lar mash for four days then
mash-sulfaguanidine mixture for
1 day. After this the disease
should be under control. The lit-
ter should be changed after
treatment and the house cleaned
and disinfected.
• • •
The Experiment Sub
-Station
near Princeton is having its an-
nual field meeting on August 4
and 5.
Farmers should avail themsel-
ves of the opportunity to attend
one of these meetings and bet-
ter acquaint themselves with
the work being carried on at
the sub-station.
The date of August 4 has been
designated form farmers of
Caldwell and other counties
west to attend in order to more
equally divide attendance for
the two days.
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PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
ARRIVE AT WHITE HOUSE — Arriving at the White House
for a conference with President Truman (July 22) are from
left to right: Secretary of the Army Kenneth Royall; Gen.
Lucius D. Clay, U. C. military governor in Germany, and Wil-
liam H. Draper, Jr., undersecretary of Army. Gen Clay was
recalled for consultation on the Berlin crisis. (AP Wirephoto)
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice-
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re-
porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
4 April 27, 1926, H. W. Morse served.
has sold the following people Miss Pearl Crowe and Miss
cars during the past week:
William Coleman, touring car
veth plain rims.
Howard Prescott, a sport mod-
el roadster with balloon tires.
Bob Boitnott, touring car with
demountaoie rims.
Sam. Wood, touring car with
plain rims.
May 4, 1926 Scouts Grayson
Harralson, William Haydon and
Willard Moore, accompanied by
Scout Chief William Sherron, of
the Pennyroyal Council, went to
Louisville last Saturday iti his
car, to be present at the- big
scout meettng this week.
May 4, 1926. Mr. G. G. Hart
raison, president of the Prince-
ton Hosiery Mills, left this morn-
ing on a business trip to New
York.
May 4, 1926. Scouts Edward
and Dennis Sweeney, Allan and
Brooks Hubbard went to Louis-
ville Sunday to attend the big
Scout meeting which convened
Sunday.
May 4, 1926. Mr. R. D. Gar-
ret is at home, and while here
will probably decide on rebuild-
ing the Smith Corner, opposite
the Elks' home.
May 7, 1926. The many friends
of former Mayor M. R. Kevil are
clelighted at his return home af-
ter an absence of nearly a year
on official business as National
Bank examiner with headquar-
ters at Springfield, 0. He will
now make this city headquarters
until called to some other point.
May 7, 1926. The J. U. G.
Club met with Miss Marie Ter-
ry at her home on North Jef-
ferson street, Friday night, April
30.
After the business session,
conducted by Miss Frances Pas-
teur, in the absence of the pres-
ident, an interesting program
was given by the different mem-
bers. Miss Pearl Crowe, a pleas-
ant visitor, delighted the club
with a story, told in her usual
charming manner.
At the close of the meeting, a
delicious sandwich lunch was
Pamelia Gordon were pleasant
visitors. T h e following club
members were present: Virginia
Harrington, Frances Pasteur,
Elizabeth Henry, Louise Pratt,
Elmo Hobby, Jerline Tatum,
Mary Elizabeth Elder, Anna
Louise • Loftus, Chlodys Cash,
Alice Randolph, Louise McCas-
lin and Marie and Edythe Terry.
May 7, 1926. Mr. and Mrs. J.
D. Wallace spent Sunday with
their son, Harry, who is confin-
ed in the I. C. Hospital at Pa-
ducah. Harry is improving rap
idly.
Sets Weight Mark
Moscow - AP — Soviet
Sports reports that I. Maltzev of
Simferpool has set a new world
record for weight lifting with
the left hand. Maltzev lifted 110
kilograms, 600 grams (about 244
pounds). The announcement says
the previous record for left-
handed lifting was 107 kilo-
grams. It was set by a German
in 1938.
Only with this antazing new
reproducer can you hear all the
beauty of modern records. From
the first notes you'll wonder how
such glorious natural color tone
is possible. Music lovers hail it
as the most sensational develop-
ment of the last twenty years.
NATURAL COLOR TONE
;What tone you get from this
Arent instrument! The natural
color of every voice and instru-
ment. So real it's like having the
artists right in the room with you.
AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER
Plays 12 ten-inch or 10 twelve-
inch records — automatically.
Even after a record has started
playing you can shift to the
next one with a simple toocis
of a button.
STORES IIII RECORDS
In the generous record storage
space you can stor• more
records than in previous radio-
phonographs selling for twice
as much.
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By JOHN S. GARDNER
Kentucky College of Agriculture
and Horn• Economics
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"ANTI -SPROUT' rREATMENT
FOR POTATOES
Every year, Kentuckians lose
some of their spring-grown po-
tatoes through sprouting, but
that is a perfectly natural pro-
cess: the tops die down, the po-
tatoes become "ripe", then rest
awhile, then sprout to make seed
for the next generation. The rest
period is normally 6 weeks, but
it may be lengthened by storing
the potatoes cool, 60 degrees be-
ing the correct temperature.
However, in a house cellar or
an outside cellar cooled with
"night air," the temperature is
higher than' that ,depending on
how cool the nights are in July
and August. Or, if the potatoes
are let stay in the ground, even
though covered by crabgrass to
shield Cthem, by October they
will be found sprouted, and
sprouting goes on.
About four years ago, ma-
terial was developed that put
potato tubers into sort of a
trance to lengthen the rest per-iod, in even quite common stor-
age. That material is on the
market under the general name
of "sprout inhibitor" or under
some trade-marked name that
carries the idea of delaying
sprouting.
It comes in several forms. One
is a whitish powder with which
the potatoes are dusted accord-
ing to the directions printed on
the package. Another is strips
of paper or confetti, soaked in
the material and dried, this to
be distributed among the pota-
toes as the directions state. Both
forms are effective.
However, this anti-sprouting
material cannot "turn back the
clock," but must be used while
the tubers are still in their first
rest period. The potatoes should
be dug about 10 days after the
tops have died (so that the skins
will have become firm), treated
immediately and taken to as cool
a place as may be. While treat-
ment later may have some ef-
fect, its effectiveness decreases
with the delay.
Potatoes treated promptly
have been known to show only
the first signs of sprouting af-
A Ruthless Game
of FRAME-UP
and
FREEZE-OUT!
4-Hers To Exhibit
500 Dairy Animals
About 500 head of dairy cattle
will be exhibited at five 4-H dub
district shows in August, accord-
ing to the College of Agriculture
and Home Economics, University
of Kentucky.
They will be held as follows:
Shelbyville, Aug. 17; Flemings-
burg, Aug. 18; Campbellsville,
Aug 19; Bowling Green, Aug. 20.
and Mayfield, Aug. 23.
Members of 9-H clubs also
will show dairy cattle at the
District 9-H Club Fair at Lex-
ington Sept. 1-22 and at the
Kentucky State Fair Sept. 12-18.
Cash prizes will include sev-
eral thousand dollars appropriat-
ed by the State Legislature, to
be administrated by Harry F.
Walters, State commissioner oi
agriculture.
Puts Big Value On
Farm Water System
W. T. Cook of Shelby county
has installed a farm water sys-
tem for his livestock and garden,
for which he says he would not
take $5,000. It consists of an
electric pump and pipeline to
carry water 900 feet from a
creek to the barn. Mr. Cook told
Farm Agent John W. Holland
that he has plenty of water for
cows and for washing out his
dairy barn. Then, by using 200
feet of hose, he is able to watei
plant beds or the garden a?
needed. The installation of the
water system was done by Mr.
Cook and his son, with three
days of hired labor.
ter having been kept in a kitch-
en for over two months, but
treated potatoes stored in only z
moderately cool cellar have
shown not a sprout until Febru-
ary following.
Don't Forget
OUR AUTO AUCTION SALE
Every Saturday Beginning nt 10:30
$2.00 it They Don't Sell
$10.00 If They Do Sell
Anybody can Sell 
- -
- Anybody Can Buy
MAIN ST. CAR EXCHANGE
AND AUCTION CO.
Hopkinaville, Kentucky
KIRK DOUGLAS
Wendell COREY • Kristine MILLER
George RIGAUD • Mike MAZURKI
Also
Edgar Keimedy
Short and
Latest Newts
SATURDAY ONLY JULY 31
— --- -
Mine Claim Jumpers Meet Their Match
in Hoppy's. Blazing
SIX-GUNS!
'
Plus
Short and
Chapter 13-Last
Chapter
Jessie James
Recipe Of Week
This is the season when a
fresh fruit salad is a pleasant
addition to any meal. Home
Home economists at the Col-
lege of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Ken
lucky, suggest the following
combination with a celery see I
dressing.
Fresh Fruit Salad
1 cantaloupe
2 cups cubed watermelon
3 fresh peaches
1/2 cup celery seed dressing
Have fruit chilled, but do not
prepare until. just before serv-
ing. Then cut cantaloupe, wa-
termelon and peaches in cube
arrange on lettuce, watercre,
or celery tops and serve with
special celery seed dressing.
Celery Seed Fruit Dressing:
Combine 1 cup sugar, 1/2 table-
spoon dry mustard, 1/2 teaspoon
•aprlka, 1 teaspoon salt. Add 1/2
cup vinegar, then 1/2 cup salad
oil, beating it in drop by drop.
Stir in 1 tablespoon celcry seed
art, as it will clog a beater.
Menu: Jellied chicken loaf,
squash, buttered carrots, fruit
salad, biscuits, butter and apple
The iris, found in most parts
f the world, became the sym-
ol of the French royal house in
he middle ages.
"Not More, But Bet-
ter Merchandise"
(Incorporated)
exclusively yours
lao RUGGED SORT of way... aid IT'S HILARIOUS!
Muff, &WV
0444Ii Oemfemaie
Tom Drake • Gladys George • Dorothy Patrick
High finance becomes high hilarity!
A MILLION DOLLAR SECRETARY
BECOMES A MILLION DOLLAR BABY
ond does some
romantic dictating
of lwr own!
Robert Joyce
HUTTON • REYNOLDS
Cecil KELLAWAY
Ernest TRUEX
Don McGUIRE
Ransom SHERMAN 1---0"-
He risked death as an
ESCAPED KILLER!
Robert Taylor
Audrey Totter ilek
Herbert Marshall
-y y
U. Of L. Made No
Deal, Taylor Says
State Aid To Medical
School Praised By
Educator
Louisville — With reference
to the recent newspaper state-
ments and chiargesOthat the Uni-
versity of Louisville authorities
"made a, deal" in order to get
State aid for its Medical School,
Dr. John W. Taylor, president of
the. University, issued the fol-
lowing statement today:
"First, the University of
Louisville made no agreement
or held any conversations with
Governor Earle C. Clements or
with the mensbers of the State
Administration and—or Legisla-
ture with respect to establishing
scholarships to aid in the train-
ing of rural practitioners in re-
turn for passage of a bill to
support research at the Medical
School.
"Second, the administration of
the University of Louisville is
deeply grateful for the recogni-
tion of the services of its Med-
ical School to the State of Ken-
tucky as evidenced by the pas-
sage of the Medical Research
Bill, which makes possible a
grant to the University of $125,-
000 each year of the current
biennium.
"Third, after the passage of
the bill the University authori-
ties decided to establish 12 schol-
arships, to aid in preparing phy-
sicians for rural areas of Ken-
tucky now lacking medical ser-
vices. This plan was announced
by the University in a statewide
news release dated May 24, 1948,
as a supplementary aid to the
$150,000 rural scholarship loan
fund now operating under the
auspices of the State Medical
Association.
The University felt that it
should do something to help ru-
Will be Ready Beginning About August 2
Western Kentucky Experiment
Substation
Now On Sale. Select Yours Now
While Styles and Sizes are
All From Nationally Advertised Lines.
Can also be purchased at Reduced Prices!
Visit Our Store Today For These
Unusual Bargains.
Something Refreshing,
Something Wholesome
SOTTL1D UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
HOPKINSVILLIt COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
0 1941, Th. Coco Cola Cooymmy
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
U. S. JE'IS IN ENGLAND — 131.114111 aiimen walk past a line of F-80 Shooting Stars on an RAF
field at Odiham, England (July 21) after the fighters, part of the 56th Fighter Group, com-
pleted the first jet-propelled air crossing of the Atlantic ocean from the United States. Sixteen
planes which made the trip will remain in England for two days before moving to Germany
to take part in tactical training exercises with the U. S. Air Force in Europe. (AP Wirephoto via
radio from London)
ral areas of the State to get ad-
ditional physicians, particularly
since it would be unconstitution-
al for the Legislature to make
a direct appropriation for rural
medical scholarship aid. It felt
that the Medical Research Com-
mission to be appointed by the
Governor from a statewide slate
presented by the State Medical
Association would be the most
logical group to recommend can-
didates for these scholarships
from areas in greatest need of
medical services to the Univer-
sity Board of Admissions. Can-
didates who accept these schol-
arship awards must agree to
practice in rural areas of Ken-
tucky for a stipulated time.
"It should be made abundant-
ly clear that the final responsi-
bility for admission to the Med-
ical School and for the granting
of scholarships of necessity must
always rest with the Medical
School authuities.
"Finally, alrhas been stated on
many previous occasions, selec-
tions are made by the Admissions
Committee of the School of
Medicine on the basis of: scho-
lastic standing, rating on medi-
cal aptitude tests, rating by the
candidate's professors in pre-
medical work, personal inter-
views, age, and recommenda-
tions of leading citizens in the
candidate's community. The Ad-
mission Committee of the Med-
ical School has not yielded to
political pressures in selecting
candidates f o r its medical
course."
Trotters In Big Cities
New York — AP — Fifteen
major cities from coast to coast
will have pari-mutuel harness
racing this year. They are Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Port-
land, Ore., Chicago, Detroit, St.
Louis, Toledo, Cincinnati, Col-
umbus, 0., Louisville, Baltimore,
Washington, D. C., Buffalo, New
York City and Boston.
No-Hit Concentration
Cleveland — AP — Of the five
active hurlers in the American
League who have registered no
hit games during their career,
three are with Cleveland and
the other two with the Phila-
delphia Athletics. The Indian
hurlers are Don Black, Bob Le-
mon and Bob Feller, who has a
pair. With the A's are Dick
Fowler and Bill McCahan.
Lefties And Righties
Cincinnati — AP — Members
of the Cincinnati Reds compiled
a 1947 batting average of .259
against left handed pitchers and
a .274 mark against right hand-
ers. Cincinnati southpaw slug-
gers hit lefties for a .2.38 aver-
age and righthanders for a .254
mark while Red right handed
hitters hit the southpaws at a
.298 clip and the righties at .245.
Berry Patch Valuable
The value of a home strawber. -
ry patch is seen in the case of
Miss Anna V. Parker of Car-
roll county, reports Home Agent
Katherine Russell. From 150
strawberry plants, Miss Parker
picked about 30 gallons of ber-
ries. After putting 15 pounds in
the freezer locker, preserving
several pints and giving some to
her friends and neighbors, she
sold $16 worth.
THE
BENEFITS
ILI ARE LASTING
ATE
aou can increase all crop
Yields, and permanently im-
prove your soil with just one
application of economical
FOUR-LEAF. Apply it to your
legume c rope—or on fields to
be seeded to legumes—and
you'll get not only a bigger
yield. the first year, but also
all crops following will feed on
land enriched with both phos-
phorus and nitrogen. Order
FOUR-LEAF today.
Write to . . .
Tbornpaon Phoriphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago 5,
Ignoring All Bench Jonkeys
A Habit With Semi-Pro Pilot
By Frank Eck
(AP Nowsfeaturee Sport, Editor))
Madison, N. J. — Herman J.
(Gil) Lusardi runs a winning
ball club but he can't hear the
cheers of the crowd. He is
stone deaf.
Lusardi owns and manages the
Madison Colonels, crack semi-
pro team. He's deaf as the re-
sult of a 1938 illness. He was
stricken with staphylococcus
septicemia (complete poisoning
of the blood stream).
Bed-ridden, paralyzed a n d
barely able to whisper, Lusardi
came through 35 blood transfus-
ions and six months in the hos-
pital. He weighed 235 pounds
when he entered the hospital
and came out hardly more than
100 pounds.
But today he is on the coach-
ing lines and has a working
agreement with the Philadelphia
Phillies.
He planned a team for Madi-
son in 1943 but a back injury
halted his efforts. In 1944 his
Colonels won 15 out of 18
games. At the close of the sea-
son his hearing began failing and
when the 1945 season opened
he was stone deaf.
He learned the art of lip read-
ing and made his eyes "hear" so
that he knew what was going on
about his own bench and also
on the bench occupied by the
opposition.
Last year he had a working
agreement with the Boston Red
Sox but this spring he switched
to the Philadelphia Nationals.
His team last year also repre-
sented Mt. Vernon, N. Y., and
North Plainfield, N. J., because
in Madison he could get the ball
park only two games a week.
Midway during the season his
partner and business manager
died and Lusardi had to run the
team himself. Then he tempor-
arily lost the services of two for-
mer Yankees Steve, Peek and
Don Savage, until they were
placed on organized baseball's
voluntarily retired list, making
them eligible to play with Mad-
ison.
Before the season opened Los-
ardi "heard" that his bail park
would be available for only one
game a week. Before that actual-
ly happened he signed a five-
year lease to use the Dover, N.
J., Speedway which is five miles
from here.
Besides Pitcher Peek and Third
Baseman Savage another ex-big
leaguer with his Colonels is
Emerson Dick ma n, pre-war
pitcher with the Red Sox. His
catcher is Eddie Oswald, who
was in spring training with the
Phillies at Clearwater, Fla., and
earlier this year caught the Phil-
lies' $25,000 rookie Robin Roberts
at Wilmington, Del.
They all agree Lusardi knows
his baseball. He wouldn't be on
the third base coaching lines if
he didn't,
Kentucky Peach Deal
To Start Soon
Some early peach varieties
are now ripening in Graves and
McCracken counties, according
to a report from the division of
markets, Kentucky Department
of Agriculture. However, the
chief variety, the Alberta, is ex-
pected to begin to mature in
quantity by July 27. The crop
volume this year is lighter than
last year, but the quality is ex-
pected to be excellent, the report
said.
Latest thing designed for baby
is an electric food warmer to be
attached to the steering post
and operated off the battery.
Diamondback terrapins a r e
found in the United States from
New England to the Gulf of
Mexico.
YOU'LL COVER MORE MILES
ON ifIE NEW ATLAS
Get the longest
mileage in
ATLAS history!
backed b)
1-year
warrant)
honored
everywhere,
7 days a
week!
Puts more
rubber on the
road ... grips
more road
See it and
sell yourself
... at the
ATLAS sign!
Whity's Service Station
'The number of disabled vet-
erans enrolled in educational,
job-training and farm training
programs in Ohio, Michigan and
Kentucky now totals 28,995, Vet-
erans Administration Branch
Office in Columbus, Ohio, re-
ported today.
The total includes: Ohio, 14,.-
370; Michigan, 8,685; Kentucky,
5,940. There has been little
abled trainees in the last six
change in the number of dis-
months, VA said.
Under the Vocational Rehab-
ilitation Act (Public Law 16),
disabled veterans may enroll in
educational or training courses
of sufficient length to permit
them to overcome their handi-
caps. However, these courses us-
ually do not extend beyond four
years. They are advised into ad-
jectives best suited for them in
view of their service-connected
disabalities and their progress
is supervised by VA training
officers.
• • •
Veterans Administration con-
tact offices in Ohio, Michigan
and Kentucky will remain open
Saturday, July .31, which is the
final day for most veterans to
reinstate their G. I. insurance
without a physical examination.
VA contact offices in Ohio
will remain open from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m., in Michigan from 8 a.m.
until 12 midnight and in Ken-
tucky from 9 a.m. until 6 p.m
By applying before August 1,
veterans whose policies have
lapsed may reinstate any amount
of government insurance with-
out a physical examination. They
must certify their health is as
good as it was on date of lapse
and pay two monthly premiums
to reinstate term insurance, or
all premiums in arrears, watt in-
terest, on permanent types of
insurance.
The privilege of reinstating on
this basis after July 31 will be,
available only to veterans whose
policies have rapsed for less
Women now find 2-way
help for old problem
What to do for woman's oldest
problem, functional monthly pain?
Many a girl and woman has found
the answer in Csiieurs 2-way help.
You see, CARDIT/ may make things
lots easier for you in either of two
ways: (1) started 3 days before
"your time" and taken as directed
on the label. It should help relieve
functional periodic pain; (2) taken
throughout the month like a tonic,
it should improve your appetite, aid
digestion, and thus help build up
resistance for the trying days to
come. CARDUI 13 scientifically pre-
pared and scientifically tested. If
you suffer -at those certain times",
get CAR-DUI T  Y.
than thee, months. When the
lapse period is three months or
longer, the veteran will be re-
quired to take a physical exam
and qualify as, an insurable risk.
Oregon is known as the "Val-
entine State" because it was ad-
mitted to the union on St. Val-
entine's Day, 1859.
Everybody reads The Leader!
Purses Going Up
New York AP 
—
Farm won four races a
ed once to earn a total
975 at the recent Belem
meeting. Thirty years ag
L. Ross was the country
179 for 64 winning ta
ing owner with earning
seconds and 57 thirds dur
entire year.
100,000 to 240,000 gallons of fresh wat
BARBECUE DINNERS SATURDAYS and SUND
What Will You Do, Mrs. Housewife?
for Chapman for Senator
August 7 So Protect
Your Pocketbook
Congress has the say as to whether the cost of livin
go higher or lower. It is very important that you
to the Senate a man like Virgil Chapman, who has f
and will keep on fighting price increases like these
Chuck Roast lb 
Veal Roast 
Wieners lb 
Hamburger lb 
Eggs 
Bacon 
Pure Lard lb 
25 lbs. Flour 
Milk at 
Congressman Chapman, candidate for
the Democratic nomination for U. S. Sen-
ator, voted for every bill presented to
Congress between 1942 and 1947 to keep
prices down.
He voted for passage of an Anti-Infla-
tion Bill.
He voted three times for extension of
price control.
He voted against the liquidation
sidies which held down the prices
and other consumer goods.
He voted against the Republican
to suspend the rules and pass a join
lution which removed all price c
except rent.
Virgil Chapman has fought your
against higher prices. Now he as
support.
Democratic Primary, Saturday, Augus
CHAPMAN CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE
EDWARD F. SEMLER, Chairman
ALLEN BUCKNER, Finance Director
ROBERT HENSLEY, Assistant Choi
CLYDE WATSON, Publicity Director
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you ashamed to •sty,
know," when your child
., 
question you can't an-
needn't be, says Boner()
,verstreet, noted author,
and educator, in an ar-
,ntitled, "Introducing Our
-iren to . Unanswered Ques-
National Parent-Teach-
One.
parents.Miss Overstreet
s'e don't have to act like
ng encyclopedias. Nor do
Ave to think that "the only
cc can help our children
secure is to give' them
: answers to live by and
:age them. filen asking
questions."
. :oo often, 'where parents
retailed facts and mere
s. judgments and mis•
'oats, specialized k n o
and blind prejudice, all
,- same positive and unqual-
-unner—with never a mod-
plication that they 'night be
,,ken—the children tend, as
ipproach adulthood, to make
sally unqualified rejection
rat their parents have said.
course, says Miss Over-
,.parents cannot in answer
'Ely question, say flatly, "I
know."
important thing for a par-
do, she says, is to teach
the "gracious art of be-
porant without being eith-
efensive or stupid about
ignorance." '
t can parents do about it?
st. they can, in the area of
rents Can Play Dumb Say Experts
David Tayloi )%.,ftl expertness, let thne
Newsfeatur•II) .children gradually realize thattheir (the parents) mastery is
adequate but not complete; thatthey still have learning to do be-fore they catch up with all thatis known in the field; that there
are still, moreover, problems 'no
one has solved.
"Second, they can make apractice of appreciating areas of
expertness that are not their
own. The father, for example,
who takes his small sun to visit
a factory, craft shop, farm or
science museum and who in the
presence of that son asks intelli-
gent questions that reveal bothhis own lack of information andhis respect for the knowledge
other people possess, gives thatboy a double lesson; how to be
ignorant without being on the
defensive and how to appreciate
all that is well done.
"Third, where controversial
subjects come up for discussion,
parents can try fairly to pre-
sent both sides to their children
and to explain why they them-
selves feel only fools and vil-
liana disagree with them.
"Fourth, they can build the
habit of using reference mater-
ials in the home, from dictionar-
ies to sky maps, so that their
children can learn by contagion
that answers to questions cannot
always be had ready-made but
must often be sought for."
The original Siamese twins
came from Bankgkok to Boston
in 1829 and 11 years later set-
tled down as farmers in North
Carolina. SOW
Major-Dray
"The Complete Drug Store"
HOPKINSVILLE
DUCATIONAL BALLOT
OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
JOHN YOUNG BROWN,
Lexington, Ky. 
VIRGIL CHAPMAN,
Paris, Ky. L_J
MILT WHITWORTH, F-1
Eli7abethtown, Ky. L.J
FOR REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
CHARLES ELWOOD GORDON,
Benton, Ky. 
NOBLE J. GREGORY, 1=1Mayfield, Ky. 
T. E. (Elvis) BELL, SR., CIPaducah, Ky. 
F KENTUCKY
OF ,CALDwzgl., set.
1,1) Stevens, clerk of the County Court of the County and
ressid, do certify that the above and foregoing is a true and
.oy, of the Official Primary Ballot to be voted on in the
Primary Election, to be held on Saturday, August 7. 1948.
under my hand this the 22nd day of July. 1949'
Homemakers News
Hopkinsville Road
Hopkinsville Road Homemak-
ers observed International Day
with a discussion led by Mrs. W.Q. Rummage. The subject for the
meeting was "Customs of the
Austrailians".
Mrs. W. D. Armstrong presid-
ed at the business meeting. Plans
were made for a picnic at Kut-
tawa Springs August 19,
Mrs, Don Boitnott gave the
devotional and though for the
day.
Present were Mrs. Don B.
Boitnott, Mrs. H. A. Goodwin,
Mrs. J. F. Graham, Mrs. Harry
Johnson, Mrs, Robert Coleman,
Mrs. S. J. Lowry, Miss Wilma
Vandiver and Mrs. W. D. Arm-
strong, hostess.
Crider Homemakers
Wednesday aftern( on at 2
o'clock the Crider Homemakers
gathered at the home of Mrs.
J. C. Myers for their regular
meeting. Mrs. Hugh Yates called
the meeting to order and 13
members were present.
In observance of International
Day, Miss Vandiver read a con-
densation of a speech made by
the national president at the
meeting of the A. C. W. W. Miss
Vandiver also read letters iron:
Homemakers in England and
Scotland. Mrs. Arlie Vinson real
a report of the meeting of the
A. C. W. W. and the goals set
by that organization.
The minor project, "Table
Manners for Children", was led
by Mrs. Hugh Hayes. The club
voted to have a picnic on Mrs.
Arlie Vinson's lawn August 18.
Present were Mesdames A.
D. McElroy, Hugh Yates, V. E.
Coleman, J. C. Myers, Harlae
Ennis, Ralph Griffin, Floyd Dun-
bar, Clifton Clift, Cleveland
Hayes, Arlie Vinson, Charles
Wilson, Raymond Phelps. and
Misses Grace Adamson and Wil-
ma Vandiver.
Otter Pond Homemakers
Mrs. Jim Neal was hostess to
the Otter Pond Homemakers
Club Tuesday, July 20.
The International Day pro-
gram consisted of a report on a
trip in. Canada by Mrs. Charles
Geiger, a town in England,
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Girls Start Battle
Over Nude Bathers
Hung Kong ---- Al' — The mod-
esty of young women in a near-
by Chinese village was the cause
of a bitter battle recently be-
tween villagers and visiting nude
bathers, in which seven were ar-
rested and two hospitalized. Tier
fight started over the bathers
making their ablutions at a spot
where the villagers go fdr their
supply of drinking water. This
so upset the young women of theplace that they refused to go
there for water and appealed to
the village elders for assistence.
BUSINESS BOOMS ON ENLISTMENT FRONT—Lineup of 18-year-old youths outside the Down-town Army recruiting office are shown in Philadelphia, as they took advantage of the armedforces special one-year enlistment program under which they would skip the two-year draftservice. (AP Wirephoto)
France and Italy, by Mrs. Kelly
Martin, and a talk on India, by
Mrs. L. B. Sims as related to
her by her son Lawrence, wh3
spent some time there white in
service.
Pictures of the various places
and jewelry from India was
passed around for everyone to
see.
Mrs. Ferd Wadlington and
Miss Robbie Sims gave some in-
teresting facts about the differ-
ences in the way people in var-
ious coutries do their work.
The club planned its annual
picnic to be held Aug. 20, with
Mrs. Claud Wood.
There were 18 members and
11 visitors present.
Flying Firemen
Coeur D'Alene, Idaho — AP—
Visitors to the Coeur d'Alene
national forest are warned —
from the sky—of fire hazards
in the timbered area. Forest
Service Employe Walter A. La-
fon said a fire patrol plane car-
ries white cards with this mes-
sage:
"Fire danger now severe. Spec-
ial care with fire by everyone is
most important." When fire con-
ditions are hazardous the cards
are dropped from the plane.
EDUCATIONAL BALLOT
Consecutive No. 000
Name Of Voter
Address 
 Reg. No 
OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT
REPUBLICAN PARTY
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
JOHN SHERMAN COOPER,
Somerset, Ky. 
SILAS A. SULLIVAN,
Jamestown, Ky. 
Name Of Voter
Address 
 
Reg, No 
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALDWELL, Set.
I, Philip Stevens, clerk of the County Court of the County and
State aforesaid, do certify that the above and foregoing is a true and
correct copy, of the Official Prirrkary Ballot to be voted on in the
Republican Primary Election, to be held on Saturday, August 7, 1948.
Given under my hand this the 22nd day of July, 1948.
Pleasant Grove
By Miss Nola Wilson
There were several persons
present at prayer meeting Wed-
nesday night. Sunday School
had an attendance of 37.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Swatzell
are the parents of a son, Dana
Darnell.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hooper
are building a new residence
A large crowd attended the
funeral of Mr. John Dillingham
at Crossroads Sunday afternoon.
Many beautiful flowers covered
his resting place.
Due to an error, the name;
of Mr. and Mrs. Press Lilly, Mr.
and Mrs. Aaron Rogers, Mr. and
Mrs. Clint Ladd, Mr. and Mrs.
Garnett Overbey were omitted
from the list of names attending
the surprise birthday party din-
ner of Miss Nola Wilson July 4.
Mrs. Leslie Ladd visited her
mother, Mrs. N. I. Teasley at
Cedar Bluff one day this week.
Once Blind, Now
He's Grid Star
(AP Newsfeatures)
Baltimore — Jack Simmons
was totally blind less than five
years ago. Today he's a promis-
ing candidate for the Baltimore
Colts of the All-American Pro-
fessional Football Conference.
The chance to play profession-
al football climaxes a long
climb from the depth of dis-
pair for the 22-year-old physi-
cal giant.
All hopes for athletics seem-
ed blasted on the coast of north-
ern France. It was there as a
commando that Simmons was
wounded so badly by artillery
fire that he was given little hope
of returning to England alive.
Survive he did. But the shell
explosion messed up his ner-
vous system so that he no long-
er could see.
One of those old quirks of fate,
a fall down an embankment and
thump on the head, miraculously
restored Simmons' sight.
By the time the six-foot, 4-
inch, 240-pounder was dischark-
ed in 1944 he was ready to start
his college football which war
prevented. His college choice,
Detroit, had not resumed the
game yet so he entered Mary-
land.
But in 1945 Simmons did go
to Detroit and played fullback.
The next year he ,played center.
And last season he was at guard,
a post he will seek with the
Baltimore Colts,
Stadium Contains 'em
New York — AP — No player
ever has hit a ball out of Yankee
Stadium but three players have
landed drives in the center field
bleachers, which are 461 feet
away from the plate. The three
sluggers were Babe Ruth, Hank
Greenberg and Joe DeMaggio,
Only Two Made It
Chicago — AP — Only two
players ever have hit homers
into Chicago's Comiskey Park's i
center field bleachers. Jimmy
Foxx and Hank Greenberg, both
right-handed power hitters turn-
ed the trick during their Ameri-
can League careers. The wall is
461 feet away from home plate
and is 35 feet high.
A Partial List Of Records
Received This Week
By
Princeton Music
WOODY WOOD PECKER
STRING OF PEARLS
ADIOS
MOONLIGHT COCKTAIL
YOU CAN'T BE TRUE DEAR
DON'T BLAME ME
WALTZ OF THE WIND
BOQUET OF ROSES
YOU CALL EVERYBODY
DARLING
LITTLE WHITE LIES
MY HAPPINESS
TELL ME A STORY
CROSS YOUR HEART
CLAIR de LUNE
SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY
In Rear Woodall's Office
Aine,q4 -
Suit oJoa
Itc;nt
Joie
ce -*ode
INCORPORATED
Cage Star, Too
Cincinnati AP 
— Walker
Cress, six foot, six inch pitcher
of the Cincinnati Reds, estab-lished a basketball scoring mark
Pave Five
which still stands while play-
ing for Miwassa Junior College
in 1937. lie tallied 527 points in
25 g'ymes before moving to
Louisiana State, where he star-
red in baseball, football, basket-
ball and track.
PEACHES
U. S. No. 1 ELBERTAS
2-In. Size and Up
Ideal for canning
Bushel 84.59
4 lb. 39c 10 lb. 98e
A&P Food Store
mimmmmmm.m.mmwmimmtammamtmmeammMmwmm.mtmmmwmmtumlimm..wwwamwmmm.m,
!Main St. Car Exchange & Auction Co.-
Don't Fail To Attend These Sales
EVERY SATURDAY, BEGINNING
AT 10:30, RAIN OR SHINE.
The Best Auto Auction in Western Kentucky.
Office and Location of Sale:
1 Mile North of City Limits, 41-W
10:30A.M.,EverySaturday
RAIN OR SHINE
PLENTY OF CARS—PLENTY OF BUYERS
An)one desiring to sell their car or truck call at office and registerOUR TERMS: $2.00 If they don't se11—$10.00 if they do sell.Don't forget: Anyone can sell - Anyone can buy.
For Further Information, Call or See
J. SAM DENNY
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Day Phone 583-w Night Phone: 619-jCALL EARLY FOR RESERVATIONS
C Efe
AT AUCTION
Saturday, August 7 ,
Starting At 1:00 P. M.
SUBDIVISION
Located 3 1-2 miles East of Princeton on
U. S. Highway 62
7 CHOICE BUILDING LOTS
Lots are 100 x 200 feet, ideally located on permanent
concrete highway. Bus service 4 times daily. Mail route,
electricity and telephone available in good neighbor-hood. Only 10 minutes from Princeton and 15 minutesfrom Dawson Springs. School bus service.
A very desirable location to build your own home.See this property and you will want to own one of thesebeautiful lots.
Inspection Invited Anytime
Sale held rain or shine—Terms: Cash.
ERBY CRUCE, KELSIE 0. TUDOR
Owner Auctioneer
•••• ••••••••••
Withers Promises
Road Program To
Be 'Real Asset'
Every Effort Being Made
To Effect Sound
System, Highway
Commissioner Says
Elizabethtown — Commission-
er of Highways Garrett L. With-
ers promised a group of service
clubs here that it Will be his
purpose to promote a road pro-
gram that will be an asset and
not a liability to Kentucky.
"Any road that is an asset
instead of a liability, one that
will pay for itself, its mainten-
ance and provide a surplus for
construction of other roads will
be considered," Withers told the
service clubs who sponsored the
joint meeting at which he was
principal speaker. "The State
should not be unmindful in in-
vesting in these projects.
"Reckless expenditure of our
money in the improvement of
our State road system, will ul-
timately result in bankruptcy of
the Highway Department to the
point that it will not be able
to maintain roads that have
been constructed."
Withers said every effort is
being made to put the Hig
Department on a sound,
like basis but warned
ence that last wint
and thaw on Ken'
had done so muc
little new cons
done. —
"To corn ete the present road
program ould cost more than
1500, 00," he continued. "The
most can do to carry out the
pr' .ent program will be to
nt' it'."
Withers added that in the for-
mulation of a sound road sys-
tem "none of us should overlook
the importance of our road sys-
tem of an increased tourist trade
to bring in additional business
and revenue to our State. That
we might succeed along this
line, I think it important that
Kentuckians see Kentucky first,
not only to spend money in Ken-
tucky but that we become bet-
ter acquainted with our own
State."
The Commissioner of Highways
explained that the recent Con-
gress failed to make a federal-
aid appropriation for the fiscal
year beginning July 1, and de-
prived Kentucky of approxi-
mately $9,000,000 for that year,
and cut the appropriations for
ay
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LESNEVICIII DOWN IN 10TH ROUND — Gus Lesnevich goes
down to one knee in the tenth round of his light heavyweight
title battle with Freddie Mills (left) of Britain (July 26) in
London. Mills took the decision in the I5-round bout. After
he upset, Lesnevich anneunced he was discarding his heavy-
weight aspirations in favor of another shot at mills. (AP Wire-
photo)
By Ben Funk
Millions of words have been
written abdut the beauty of the
human form. But when a body
has been in a speeding automo-
bile that collides with a station-
ary object, it becomes a grisly,
repulsive thing.
In Nevada last year an auto-
mobile was going 90 miles an
hour in a 30-mile zone. It left
the higway on a curve and
ploughed with terrific force into
a tree.
The bodies of the young uni-
versity law student and his
lovely 18-year-old girl friend
were hardly recognizable when
they were removed from the
core of a two-ton mess of twisted
steel. The student had never
bothered to really learn how to
drive the heavy car that carried
him and the girl to ugly death in
a split second.
Accidents like this killed 32,-
000 people last year, injured
1,100,000 and caused huge prop-the years 1949-50 and 1950-1951 
erty darnage. This year there willby an approximate $1,000,000 a be millions more crashes. Thous.year, or a total loss to the de-
partment of $11,000,000.
Withers expressed the belief
that it would cost the Highway
Department an additional $10,-
000,000 to restore roads damaged
by last winter's freeze and thaw
to their former condition.
Ile added the department is
working on next year's program
now so it may have a program
ready as early as possible.
ands will die horrible deaths.
Thousands will be crippled for
life.
The biggest trouble, says the
safety expert, is that people will
just not take the automobile ser-
iously, although statistics proved
it to be a terrible weapon of de-
struction in the wrong hands.
The tragedy behind our high-
way death toll is that it could so
easily be prevented. A high
9MoteLata
DELUXE
ELECTRIC RANGE
Come in today—see Presteline's De Luxe
Range—you'll agree that it offers cony
and beauty available in no other Electric R
regardless of pricel
The Largest Oven holds a 30-pound
with room to spare—big meals are no p
The Biggest Storage Compartment It
your pots and pans at your fingertips:
Three-Way Automatic Control gives
leisere time than you ever dreamed of—just If
and Forget It—come home to a meal perfectly
prepared—at the time you want itl Come in today
—see the Presteline De Luxe.
286.85
Other Models From 189.95 up ,
SMITH'S FURNITURE
school student could write a set
of rules that—properly observed
—would almost end the slaughter
overnight.
Like any traffic expert, this
student can tell you that if there
were uniform traffic laws fully
enforced, and that if driver's
licenses were restricted to those
who prove ability to drive,
knowledge of the law, and physic-
al and emotional stability, it
would be hard to imagine how a
wreck could occur.
The big job, says the experts, is
getting the cooperation of Mr.
Average Motorist. He is amazing-
ly indifferent, although he can't
help knowing about the daily
mass murder on the roads.
"We know enough about pre-
venting accidents to cut our
enormous losses almost to the
vanishing point," says Ned H.
Dearborn, president of the Na-
tional Safety Council.
The peak year of mass murder
on America's streets and high-
ways was 1941, when 37,500
people died horrible deaths and
1,400,000 were injured, many
crippled for life.
When the war was over, driv-
ing controls were ended—giving
a go-ahead to another national
catastrophe. In 1946 the highway
murderers went to town, killing
33,411.
Alarmed at mounting slaught-
er, President Truman called a na-
tional highway safety confer-
ence in 1946. The chief executive,
in angry mood, declared that in
some states any nut or moron
could get a driver's license for
two bits at a corner drugstore.
The conference recommended:
1. Adoption of uniform state
and local traffic laws.
2. Driving classes in the
schools.
3. Rigid enforcement of traffic
laws.
4. Adoption of minimum stand-
ards for driving licenses.
5. Modernization of streets and
highways with adequate -mark-
ings, better lighting and pedeS-
trian protection.
The conference saw that while
these steps would help greatly in
reducing the accident toll, the No.
I problem was to get the support
of a freedom-loving public that
,detested any kind of a legal
straitjacket on its activities, in-
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Chapman Predicts
Democratic Victory,
Tells Of His Long
Work For Farmers
Franklin -- AP Rep.'
Chapman of Paris, candidate for
the Democratic nomination for
U. S. senator, said in a campaign
speech here Saturday "the Amei
ican people do not want to ge
back to the 'good old days oi
Republican normalcy'."
The speaker predicted a Dem-
ocratic victory at the polls this
year in what he called his "prin-
cipal speech in this preliminary
phase of the campaign."
He was introduced by J. W.
Jones of North Middletown, a
tobacco grower and leader in the
industry. Also preceding Chap-
man was Ben Kilgore of Krank-
lin, another tobacco leader and
former candidate for governor.
"The people will not entrust
with power and party whose na-
tional leadership . . . ha a n o t
learned a lesson from two de-
vastating world wars and the
worst depression of all time,"
Chapman said in his address.
The Bourbon county man, a
native of Simpson county, said
the Republican leadership "has
had scarcely a new idea, a fresh
thought, a constructive program
or a humanitarian impulse in
35 years."
Chapman outlined the growth
of the tobacco industry in Ken-
tucky since the first World War
and said he has taken an ag-
gressive part in passing legisla-
tion to assist tobacco growers.
"Ben Kilgore and I have
fought a score of battles for to-
bacco growers", Chapman said.
He added that he and Jones, now
president of the Burley Tobacco
Growers Cooperative Associa-
tion, have worked together for
the same cause since shortly af-
ter World War I.
Chapman traced the develop-
ment of farm legislation in Con-
gress during the last 15 year-5
and said he supported various
laws to aid agriculture.
"Nothing has ever meant more
than this tobacco program to the
economic and social welfare of
Kentucky:' the speaker said.
''From time to time we have
found defects in it and have has-
tened to correct them. There are
others that ought to be cor-
rected."
Chapman said about 70 per-
cent of Kentuckians live on
farms or in small towns depend-
ent on agriculture. For that rea-
son, he said, farm legislation and
agricultural programs are olf vi-
tal importance to the people of
this state.
He touched on the federal gov-
ernments soil conservation pro-
gram and said it made tremend-
ous advances under Democratic
administrations.
"Since the Republicans gained
control of Congress two years
ago," he continued, "our soil
eluding its driving.
"We will attain the objective
of this conference," said Mr. Tru-
man, "only if the principles es-
tablished here are carried back
to every community where
Americans live and work—where
every man, woman and child is a
pedestrian or a motorist or both."
The conference apparently went
a long way in waking up the
public to the road peril.
The death toll had seemed
headed for unprecedented levels
but in 1947 it actually was re-
duced, although highway travel
increased 9 per cent. Still, how-
ever, every hour of every day
and night 130 people were killed
or injured.
New American Legion Home will
be open Saturday, July 31, from
noon until midnight.
All members and veterans eligible
and interested in becoming mem-
bers are cordially invited.
LOCATION: IN BUILDING FORMER-
LY OCCUPIED BY KENTUCKY INN
ON HIGHWAY 62.
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FIRST CHRISTIAN
The members of the Layman's
League are reminded of the
August meeting to be held Mon-
day night at 7 o'clock. The mem-
bership now totals 48. President
Presler requests 100 percent at-
tendance.
Union evening services will be
held at the Christian Church
Sunday night. Rev. David Schul-
herr will bring the message.
The adult choir, under the di-
rection of Mr. K. V. Bryant, will
bring the special message in
song. The public is invited to join
in ' this union service of wor-
ship as well as all other services
of the church,
, All members of the CYF will
meet at the parsonage Friday
night at 7:30 o'clock for an even-
ing of fun and fellowship.qlem-
conservation program has been
in constant danger."
"If this program had not been,
begun by a Democratic admin-
istration and Democratic Con ,
gress, in a few short years
America would have been un-
able to feed itself from its own
soil."
Chapman described the grow-
th of rural electrification and
said, "I feel thankful that I had
the opportunity of helping to
pass the act creating rural
electrification. -
The speaker predicted his own
nomination in the August pri-
mary election and said he
would discuss in detail other
phases of Democratic acconi-
plshmients in recent years.
• Everybody reads the Leader
CONS1 ill i ION BUZZES FIELD — The Navy's largest airplane, the 92-ton Lockheed C
tion, makes a low pass over the runway at Patuxent, Md., prior to landing at the Naval air
station there. The craft completed a 2,600-mile non-stop flight from Moffett Field, Calif., in 10
hours and 19 minutes. (AP Wirephoto)
-
bers are invited to bring pros- Serve beef brisket with pre-
pective members as their guests. pared horseradish or mustard
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
William E. Cunningham, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday evening prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
Youth Fellowship. 6 p.m.
7:30 Evening Worship.
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
BARBEE MEMORIAL
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
J. P. Bright, Pastor
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m., R-
C. Ethridge, Supt.
Midweek Worship, Wednes-
day, 7 p.m
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, a
p.m.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
David W. Schulherr, minister
You will find a welcome at all
services.
9:45 Sunday School
10:45 Morning Worship
5:45 Westminster Fellowship
7:30 Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
9:45 p.m. Training Union.
BLUE SPRINGS BAPTIST
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
preach at Blue Springs Baptist
Church Sunday morning at 11
o'clock, it was announced this
week.
sauce ` and new notatoes doused
in melted butter or margarine
and sprinkled with parsley or
chives.
Deaths - Funerals
W. T. Mitchell
W. T. Mitchell,
way ticket agent, of p,
and formerly of Fredon..,
Tuesday at Illinois Cele,
pital, Paducah.
Funeral service wee
Wednesday afternoon e
o'clock at Primitive '1
Church, Providence. r
Survivors are his wiC
Ima Clayton Mitchell; tu,
W. T. Mitchell, Jr., St Me
and John C. Mitchell, L
land, N. Y.; and two dal.
Miss Ventrice Mitchell.
ville, and Mrs. Julia ie
West Point.
Finds Thimble After 19yReynolds, Neb. —
49 years and one day after
lost her silver thimble in
garden, Mrs. Mildred M •
merman gut the thimble
Paul Ude found it and
Ammerman identified it f,
her initials engraved on h.
If You have an Automobile Accident
and do not have insurance—You are
If You Have A Septic Tank, Grease Trap Or Clog.
ged Sewer Line The New, Easy, Inexpen-
sive Way To Clean Is With
KING OF ALL SEPTIC TANK and SEWER LINEKLEENER
One Of A Family Of 5 Famous Products
Guaranteed to work to your satisfaction . . . . No
more expensive, messy digging up tanks, sewer lines
and traps. Restores Bacteria action in dead septic
tanks.  . Ask for details.
_21.yd_ 29, 1948
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Woman's Council Holds
First Meeting Of Year
Approximately 50 members of
the Woman's Council si the First
Christian Church met at the
Church Monday night, July 26,
for its first meeting of 1948-49,
and to begin their missionary
study of the border-line terri-
tories, Hawaii, Alaska, Ports
Rica, the Virgin Islands, and the
Canal Zone.
Mrs. Frank Giannini, Jr., con-
ducted the devotional study, en-
titled "Speak To Us, Frontiers!"
Mrs. Lester Cartwright, new
president for 1948-49, conducted
the business session at which
time the group accepted the bud-
get for the new year as drawn
up by the stewardship commit-
tee. Mrs. Frederick Stallins gave
the secretary's report and Mrs.
Clyde Kercheval, treasurer for
the last year, outlined assets and
liabilities for 1947-48. Mrs. Wal-
ter Rogers is the new treasurer.
Mrs. Tom Collins gave an in-
teresting discussion on the first
of our studies for this year,
"Hawaii". Mrs. Collins explained
about the government of Hawaii,
its religion and peoples,. as the
group pretended a cruise to
Hiawii aboard a yacht eilected,
named -Crusaders Cruise." On
landing in Hawaii, the group
was led down the gangplank as
soft Hawaiian music was played
while young Hawaiian girls,
Cshole Ann Winters and Janice
Childress, dressed in the tradi-
tional costume of grass skirts,
hung garlands around the cruis-
ers necks and pinned flowers in
their hair. The tourists were
then entertained by Sue Crav-
ens, Chole Ann Winters and Jan-
ice Childress, who danced Ha-
waiian dances while little Wayne
Sweeney planed his guitar in
front of a screen, painted by Miss
Eliza Nall.
The basement was decaated
so that the group really felt they
actually visited the Hawaiian is-
lands. Bro. Collins delighted the
group by singing an Hawiian
solo and Chole Ann Winters
played a piano solo. Mrs. Glenn
Cartwright was in charge of
this program.
The entertainment committee
served the group ice :ire= cov-
ered, with the traditional fruit.
of Hawaii. The group boarded
the yacht for the return trip
home wish the feeling that they,
had reat1. learned something
aldout thr island, and looked
eagerly forward to their next
visit in August.
FEDERATED FINAL
*CLEAN -'UP'
e Don't Want Them, You Can Have
Them, They're Too Old For Us.
Men's 5.50
PANAMA HATS
To Clean Up at
$2.00
Men's 3.79
SHARK SKIN SPORT SHIRTS
Blues, Tans, Greens, Clean Up at
• $2.00
MEN'S MATCH PANTS
ngbone Weave. Size 33 - 34 waist
$1.88
loYs' Broadcloth SPORT SHIRTS
37c & 77c
BOYS' SWIM TRUNKS
6 to 16
77c ea.
Growing Girls'
CHOOL OXFORDS & SANDALS
Values to 4.98 Clean up at
$2.77
Men's 9.95
DRESS OXFORDS
To clear at
$4.88
MEN'S ENRO DRESS SHIRTS
These Fine Shirts were 4.49, to clear at
$2,98
‘as..etv
ike I Engelhardt, Owner W. G. Walrond, Mgr.
pwa.aid.
Misses Flora Jane Koltinsky
and Nancy Dee Hearne left Sun-
day, via plane from Nashville,
for Roanoke Rapids, N. C.
where they are visiting Mrs. W.
J. Edwards, the former Gloria
Koltinsky.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Templeton
and son "Tempy" are spendlpg
several days this week with Mr.
and Mrs. Al Thomas Page in
Richmond.
• • • „
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Mann and
son, Carter Garrett, of Chicago,
are visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Clifton Carter, W. Mar-
ket street.
• • •
Mrs. Willett Orange a n d
daughter, Ann, returned to their
home in Cleveland, 0., Sunday
after several days' visit to Mr.
and Mrs. Billy 'McCaslin, Mr.
and Mrs. H. W. Nichols and Mr.
and Mrs. M. L. Orange. They
were accompanied home by
Tommy and Carolyn Orange,
who spent several weeks here.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Bishop
and children, Tommy, Barbara
and Bobby, and Jackie Pedley
and Patsy Shortt were in Pa-
ducah last Thursday to see the
Freedom Train.
• • •
Miss Katharine Garrett is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Ratliff, of Many Waters, Stock-
ton, N. J. She will also visit
the New England States before
her return home.
• • •
Miss Anna Majors returned
to Washington, D. C., last week-
end after a visit to her Mother,
Mrs. W. E. Majors and sister,
Miss Ethel French, and family,
Highland Avenue.
• • •
Major Hugh S. Skees, Mrs.
Skees and their two children,
Vesta and Hugh Owen, left Fri-
day for Arlington, Va., where
they will make their home. Ma-
jor Skees is stationed in Wash-
ington, D. C; ; ;
Mr. and Mrs. Bedford McChes-
ney and son, Don, have returned
to their home in Holly Springs,
Miss., after a visit to his father,
Frank McChesney and Mrs. Mc-
Chesney, and his aunt, Mrs.
Charles Curry, and Mr. Curry.
• • •
Mrs. Harry Keach spent last
Sunday with her sister, Mrs. R.
R. Taylor, and Mr. Taylor, High-
land Avenue.
• • •
Mrs. J. D. Burgess was a re-
cent visitor in the home of hr
daughter,- Mrs. Jack Bankston,
and family, Amory, Miss.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lane
and son, Donnie Gene, Miss
Kathleen Cox and Mr. Sunny
Stars have returned to theo.
home in Detroit, Mich., after
spending a vacation in Canada
and New York and Niagar`a
Falls. Miss Cox, a Princetonian,
is spending her vacation in De-
troit with relatives. The Lanes,
also former residents of Prance-
ton, have made their home in
Detroit the last two years.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. James Buford
Todd and baby, of Hopkin.sville,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Williern
Pickering and family last week-
end. Mr. Todd returned home
Sunday. Mrs. Todd and baby re-
mained for a longer visit.
• • •
Mesdames Arney'T. Rawls and
May Blades and Miss Robert Lee
Beck returned Monday from a
10 days'sloyr through the East-
ern States.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. James Hindman
and daughter, Lou Ellen, of
Bartlett. Tenn., are visiting her
brother, Ralph Randolph, and
family, W. Main street. They will
return home Monday.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Myers,
Rutherford, N. J., are visiting
his mother, Mrs. Sarah Myers,
Crider.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cherry
spent last week in Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hughes,
Louisville, returned home Tues-
day after attending the funeral
of her brother. John L. Clift.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hollingh-
worth, of Norfolk, Va., after
visiting Mrs. Shell Smith and
Mrs. Jas. Wallace, returned home
Monday.
• • •
Mrs. Sallie Morse and son.
Bill, spent last week in Paducah..
• • •
Mrs. Cora Williams, Norf ilk,
Va., returned home Monday af•
Beautify Your
Home With
Evergreens,
Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs...
Bring me a drawing of your
house and surroundings and I
will help you with your land-
scaping needs. A telephone call
will bring me promptly to
your home for an estimate, and
I will also plant your fruit
trees, grapevines and berry
plants.
I have a complete line of
nursery stock.
H. L. HOBBY
205 S. Seminary St. Phone 153
PRINCETON. KY.
:er visiting Mrs. Guy Dunning
did Mrs. Shell Smith.
• • •
Mrs. James Fleming and 0111
wen, Jane Lee and Jimmie, -of
4 ) wensboro, are visiting Mr. and
Thomas L. Amass and Mrs.
ouise Jones.
• • •
Mrs. A. K. Miller and daugh-
ter, Mrs. Carl Davenport, of
Tulso, Okla., arrived Saturday
for a visit to Mrs. Miller's sis-
ter, Mrs. Fred Taylor, and Mr.
Taylor and Mr. and Mrs. Rum-
sey Taylor and family. They
were accompanied by Mrs. Gar-
nett Smith, who is visiting her
mother, Mrs. R. J. Lester, S.
Jefferson street, and Vrs. Ed
Sloan, the former Charlene Derr,
who is spending several days in
Louisville.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Stout,
Somerset, are visiting his mo-
ther, Mrs. ohn Stout, at the
Henrietta Hotel here. Mr. Stout,
who formerly lived here, is now
manager of the Stout Hotel, Cor-
bin, and the newly constructed
Stout Hotel, Somerset. His bro-
ther, Bill, is managing the ho-
tels at Corbin and Somerset
during the Jack Stouts' visit
here.
* * *
Miss Gloria Fancher, Union,
Miss., is visiting her sisters,
Mrs. Cecil Smith, Mrs. Lowery
Caldwell and Miss Catherine
Fancher.
• • •
Chief W. 0. Russell Dalton,
Mrs. Dalton and son, Russell,
Jr., are visiting his aunt, Miss
Mahe Dalton, N. Jefferson
street, and other relatives, en
route from San Diego, Calif., to
New London, Conn., where he
has been assigned to shore duty.
• • •
Miss Margaret Boaz has re-
turned from Forest Park, Ill.,
where she spent 10 days with
her sister, Mrs. E. M. Sanders.
Mrs. Hugh Cherry, Jr., Ow-
ensboro, is visiting her sister-in-
law, Mrs. Grayson Harrelson,
and family, W. Main street.
• • •
Mrs. Frank Wood and Miss
Angeline Henry left last Thurs-
day for a trip through the
Eastern States. They will also
visit their aunt, Mrs. Pauline
Shelby and her daughter, Mrs.
C. F. Holcombe, in Avon, N. Y.
• • •
Mesdames Frank T. Linton,
Rumsey Taylor and Carl Dav-
enport were visitors in Hopkins-
ville Monday,' and were accom-
panied home by Mrs. Lizzie
Barnes Taylor, who spent Mon-
day night with Mr. and Mrs
Fred Taylor.
• • •
Mrs. H. W. Claibourne return-
ed to her home in Dallas, Tex.,
last Thursday after a visit to
her sister, Mrs. Leo Walker,
Hook insville Road.
Birthday Party
A party in honor of Barry
Lee Tracey, who celebrated his
5th birthday, was given by his
mother, Mrs. Betty Lee Tracey
at their home on S. Jefferson
street, Thursday afternoon, July
22, from 2 until 5 o'clock,
Invitations were issued to
Marilyn Steger, Linda Ann Carr,
Clarenda Krinarcl, Emily Davis,
Lynn Lacey, Janet Byrd, Peggy
Hollowell, Betty Litchfield, Jean
Sims, Glenda Sue Morgan,
Rhoda Williams, Carol Ann
Hawkins, Lexington, Margaret.
Ann and Susan Gayle Pettit, of
Salem.
Sam Joiner Steger, Harry Ma-
son, James Roy Ratliff, Hoy Cook
Blackburn, Bill Willis, Howard
Enoch, "Butch" Pasteur and Gidi
Pool.
Favors were given to the little
guests and ice cream and cake
were served.
State Gets $1,898,044
For School Lunches
Washington, July 27 -- AP —
The Agriculture Department to-
day allocated $58,800,000 to the
states and territories for the
1948-49 school lunch program.
Kent.....:ky's share is $1,898,044.
Congress appropriated $75,-
000,000 for the program, $5,000,-
000 more than for the previous
year.
The Leader
Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Bryan
Baker, Fredonia, Route 3, pn the
birth of a son, Steven Hayes,
July 15.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. John H. "Bill"
Presler, Mitchell street, on the
birth of a son, Thomas O'Hara,
July 22, at Princeton Hospital.
Mrs. Presler is the former Doro-
thy O'Hara.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Floy Winn, Fre-
donia, on the birth of a daugh-
ter, Elaine, July 24, at Prince-
ton Hospital.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Glenn,
N. Harrison street, on the birth
of a son, Gordon Stone, July 28,
at Princeton Hospital. M r a.
Glenn is the former LaRue
Stone.
In Appreciation
Dear friends: Words are in-
adequate to express my thanks
and love to you for bringing
your class to worship with me.
May God bless you in your
work, for none know you but to
love you; none speak of you but
to praise, and as long as the
southwind whispers and wild
flowers their fragrance give, is
as long as my heart will re-
member and continue to love
you still. I bring this little trib-
ute in remembrance of this hon-
or, and on sweet memory's tab-
let, lay it gentle as a flower, for
my heart it has brought a pleas-
ure free from care and pain.
God be with you til we meet
again.
Mrs. Sallie Harrelson.
State Reservists May
Pick Breckinridge
Louisville — AP — The Ken-
tucky Military District announc-
ed Tuesday reservists in this-
State may enlist specifically for
Camp Breckinridge.
Col. Don E. Carleton, district
executive, said many vacancies
Are open at Camp Breckinridge,
recently reactivated for training
draftees and volunteers.
' Those who wish to volunteer
for duty at Breckinridge may do
So with assurance they will "not
be transferred for any reason
other than dire military neeesss-
sity," Col Carleton said.
D. W. Griffith To Be
Buried At La Grange
LaGrange — AP — The body
of David Wark Griffith, pioneer
movie producer, arrived by
lane in Louisville at 1:50 a.m.
Vednesday and will be brought
ere for burial Thursday in the
riffith family plot at Mt. Tab-
pr, near here.
Griffith, often called "the fa-
ther of the film art," died in
;Hollywood Friday. He was born
'near here 74 years ago.
Wayne T. Rye Named
Asst. Highway Engineer
f The Department of. Highways
pias announced that Wayne T.
!Rye, Sr., Flemingsburg, former
'Commissioner of Rural High-
ways, has been named as assist-
ant to State Highway Engineer
Dwight H. Bray. H. R. Creel ,
former bridge engineer, was
named first assistant last March. •
Newspaper Advertising
Sets New High Record
New York — AP — Newspa-
.per advertising for the first half
of 1948 set a netv high for any
similar period, Media Records
reports. The first half of this
year was 14.7 percent higher
than the first six months of
1929, the previous record year.
•
CLEAN CLOTHES Make
A Brighter Vacation
Nothing like spotlessly clean clothes,
neatly pressed to Start a vacation:v...
Our prompt, reliable 'and economical •
cleaning service will get your family's
vacation clothes in order in a jiffy.
BODENHAMER'S
Book Review
By W. G. Rogers
JOHN HANCACK: PATRIOT IN
PURPLN, by Norbert 111. Allan
(Macmillan; $O
The man who sifintid the Dec-
laration of IndepeRdence in the
big, black, bold letters which
put his neck in double jeopardy
and at the Same time gave us
"John Hancock" as the Yankee
synonym for signature, was born
in what is now Quincy, Mass.,
in 1737.
Son and grandson of earnes',
and well paid, clergyman, he lost
his father seven years later and
was adopted by rich uncle
Thomas, Boston merchant prince
who had made a fortune out of
a somewhat princely disregard
for the laws and customs which
forbade smuggling and wartime
profiteering. Young John studied
at Harvard, went to work for
Thomas and became his heir in
1764.
From then on he didn't do so
well in business; but the plums
became political. Associated with
Revere, Otis, Warren. and Sam
Adams in revolutionary clubs,
eager for a fame which no
counting-house success could
guarantee, he moved into the
company of the ardent patriots
who wanted to defy Englisp law
and throw off the English yoke.
In Philadelphia in 1775 he was
chosen president of the Contin-
ental Congress. In 1780 he be-
came Massachusetts first Amer-
ican governor; he died in 1793.
He was, says Allan, generous
to the poor, brave, popular. In
tossing a Britisher off one of his
ships, he committed perhaps the
first of the acts of violence which
led to the Revolution; he put
Colonial affairs ahead of his
own; he was almost the key fig-
ure in securing the ratification
of the Constitution. But he could
be envious of Washington elect-
ed to the generalship; could be a
shocking show-off; could fall
back on a bout with gout to con-
ceal a rebuff; and could try, and
fail, to put President Washing-
ton in his place.
Hancock's reputation had suf-
fered at the hands of numerous
Adamses, both his contemporar-
ies and ours, and of other severe
critics. The bad is not neglected
here but the good is recorded,
by a studious and honest admir-
er, along with it. It is un-
usually lively reading for a his-
tory book.
In Appreciation
To our friends, relatives and
neighbors, for the many kind
deeds, expressions of sympathy
and the beautiful flowers, at
the death of John L. Clift we
wish to extend our sincere thanks
and appreciation. May God bless
each of you.
The Family. ltp
Household Hints
ticrve tit dined potatoes with
hamburgers, a mixed vegetable
salad and a fruit and cupcake
dessert for a hearty family din-
ner that is easy to prepare.
• • •
A nutritious menu for a take-
along lunch is one of peanut but
ter and cheese sandwiches, raw
carrot strips, an orange, cookies
and milk.
• • •
Stewed tomatoes are an excel-
lent accompaniment for macar-
oni and cheese. Serve a crisp
salad also and a fruit shortcake
for dessert.
• • •
Whole-grain corn added to
scrambled eggs makes an excel-
lent luncheon dish. Serve friz-
zled ham with it and a fruit
salad for dessert.
Be careful not to spread fish
flavor when filth Is stored In the
refrigerator. Always keep it in
a tightly covered receptacle.
• • •
Rhubarb sauce is delicious
served over sponge cake and
topped with whipped cream. Use
brown sugar instead of white
in cooking the rhubarb for a
taste change.
• • •
Stretch a creamed ham dish
with cooked noodles and eooked
green snapbeans. Accompany it
with pickled white onions or a
homemade relish.
• • •
A pound of green snap beans
gives about three cups after the
ends are trimmed and they are
cut for cooking. This amount
will serve four to six.
Everybody reads the Leader
1.98 and $2.98
Little sweethearts marching by . in crisp, colorful pret-
ties from Goldnamer's hit parade! Again we set the pace in
the Babe and Toddler's fashion world. Exquisitely detail-
ed and smooth fitting. They're lovable and tubbable, too!
Come and pick your favorite from our beguiling bevy of
beauties—all from nationally advertised lines.
go-kin-a-0m4.
"Princeton's Finest Department Store"
FINAL CLEARANCE
WOMEN'S HIGH GRADE SHOES
ALL HEEL
HEIGHTS . . .
SHOES FOR
ALL AGES
NOW GOING ON
This Spring and Summer
Purchase . . . All colors and
color corinbinations.
SELECT YOUR
OWN . . .
SOLD FROM
TABLES
PUMPS SANDALS TIES
VALUES N 0 W 100 AnSI-LE
$2 A PAIR
to $10.95
Narrow and wide widths . . . sizes 4 to 10. Buy several pairs . . They
are cheaper than house slippers.
PRINCETON SHOE CO.
ALL SALES CASH NO REFUND NO EXCHANGES
Pa 9e Ei ht
Camera Picks Up
Colors We Can't See
(AP bilENCIE RU.01113E11)
Rochester, N. Y. - Color pic-
tures pick up one color that
many people never see-the
blueness of shadows on clear
sunny days. The shadow of a
tree, out in the open, will show
this blue. The tree is lighted by
• the sun. But the shadow is light-
ed by reflected light from the
sky. And this skylight is blue.
A red brick wall, reflecting
red light, may give the shadow
a reddish tinge. Shadows take.
en different colors depending
upon what color of reflected
light is striking the shadowed
area. This little-observed deli-
cacy of coloring by nature is
described by Ralph M. Evans,
an authority on color of the
Eastman Kodak Company, in a
new book, "An Introduction to
Color." (John Wiley & Sons,
$8).
A shadow on a white surface
on a clear sunny day will be
found to match the sky, he
points out. If there are isolated
clouds, reflecting the sunlight,
they mix sunlight with the blue
in the shadow. The color of the
shadow is far less blue. With
many clouds, the light intensity
may become quite high in the
shadows, and be the same color
as the sun.
"We tend merely to assume
that colors are what we think
they are and do not verify our
assumptions. If people look more
carefully at colors, they will be
surprised at what they see," Ev-
ans writes. ,
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FLAMES COMPLETE HAVOC OF BASEBALL BUS CRASH-Firemen probe smoiting ruins ot
the Duluth, Minn., baseball bus, after a collision with a truck in St. Paul, Minn., in which four
members of the Northern League baseball teatu died. Lies smouldering along Highway 36. The
truck driver was also killed and 14 others injured, in the mishap. (AP Wirephoto)
More Than 100 Bears
Trapped By Lumberjack
Pleasant Ridge Plantation,
Me. - AP - Lumberjack Dick
Rollins' idea of fun is trapping
bears.
The husky woods worker has
caught more than 100 of the an-
imals in 35 years. He sets his
traps during his spare time ancr
shoots the trapped bear with a
35 calibre automatic rifle.
He was credited with six bears
in 1947, ten in 1946, and nine
400-pounder, caught last year.
Maine pays a $15 bounty for
each bear tagged by a game
warden.
How To Outwit Hunters
Boise, Idaho - AP - An open
season on cattle is suggested by
an Idaho livestock grower as a
means of reducing the killing of
cattle during big game seasons.
"Every year," says John J.
Highgate, "scores of cattle -
to say nothing of horses, mules,
in 1945. His largest bear was a sheep and other hunters-are
shot by hunters who mistake
them for game animals. Deer
and elk are thereby saved, and
continue to roam our hills in
unabated numbers. All we hava
to do is to declare an open sea-
son and close the season on deer
and elk."
Forty-two percent of Ameri-
can farms now have telephone
service, the highest percentage
in history.
Everybody reads the Leader
JUST ARRIVED! JUST DELICIOUS! JUST RIGHT FOR CANNING
PEACHES
JUICE-LADEN, RIPE
SOUTHERN GROWN
U. S. No. 'I ELBERTAS.
2-in. Size and up
LEMONS Juicy Csialzei
ORANGES sZfornia
YELLOW ONIONS t, S.
CELERY MBilc r n
BUSHEL
Doz 45c
7 'bbag 69(
lbs 25(
sulk,19(
GREEN CORN
TOMATOES 17."..
CUCUMBERS Ex:Irk:icing
GREEN BEANS HoiGnreown
4 lbs. 39c
10 lbs. 98c
E.25(
3 lb, 25(
4 for 25c
D3s. 25(
FRUIT JARS Mason Pts.Regular Doz.
SUGAR Fine 25 lb. bagGranulated $2.19
OLEOMARGARINE
EVAP. MILK WhiteHouse
60c
Sure Good
Qts.
Doz.
1 0 Lb.Bag
1-1b.
Ctn.
Tall
Can
FLOUR Sunn,ieldPlain 25
LARD :ruerseh 4 Lb.,. 1.11 48
8 O'CLOCK COFFEE 3 Lb.Bag
POTATO CHIPS Jane Parker
RINSO, DUZ OrSUPER SUDS
CHED-O-BIT CHEESEFOOD
DEXO SHORTENING
OUR OWN TEA
Lb.
Bag
Lb.
Can
Big 1-lb.
can
Lg.
Pkg.
Lb.
L Loaf
Lb.
Can
1/2-Lb.
Pkg.
70c
89c
36c
15c
1.72
11.99
1.15
79c
34c
99c
1.17
49c
CUT RITE WAX PAPER, 125 ft. roll 25e FLA-VOR-AID 4 pkgs. 15c
CLOTHES PINS, Wallace pkg. 15c CANDY BARS, Sc var. 6 for 25e
ZION COOKIES, Fig Bar, I lb. pkg. 27c BEVERAGES, Yukon Clab, Qt. Rot. 10c
CIGARETTES
Ten-B Low
Freezing Mix
t'an 36f
POPULAR
BRAND
CLOROX
"tSot 20f
Bleach and Disinfectant
FRESH FULLY DRESSED
FRYERS
lb. 65c
SLICED BACON
lb. 63c
SQUARE CUT SHOULDER
VEAL ROAST
lb. 47c
PORK ROAST
lb. 59c
H&C. 'WHITING
OCEAN FISH
lb. 19c
Ctn.
Incl. Tax 1.55
40 gel/ gefutice
Welch's Refreshing
Grape Juice
Rot. 28/1 Rot. 53f
SHORTING
SNOWDRIFT
1-lb. can 44c
ARMOURS
CHOPPED HAM
ARMOURS
Corned Beef Hash
16 oh. 38c
('an
HEINZ
BABY FOODS
Strained Chopped
3 iars28 2 uan(
Cereal 11-oz. 15c
BALLARDS
FLOUR
Plain Obelisk
10 Blabg. 91f
S. R. II lb. bag 93c
For Delicious Salads
WESSON OIL
Pt.
Rot 49f QtOBt.
CLEANSER
SWIFTS
ea..*
roTnisoner's
Slate 01 Kentucky,
Caldwell Circuit Court:
Clem Ray, Lorella Ray, his
wife, Plaintiffs,
Vs.
Charles Ray, Age 8, Ronnie
Ray, Age 6, Gloria J. Ray., Age
5, infants; Corean Bronson, Statu-
tory Guardian for Charles Ray,
Ronnie Ray, and Gloria J. Ray.
• In EQUITY
By virtue of a judgment of the
'aldwell Circuit Court rendered
:he above entitled cause at the
:Line term, 1948, the undersigned
ore Saturday, the 31st day
oI July, 1948, being County Court
day, between the hours of 1 p. m.,
and 2 p. m., at the Courthouse
door in Princeton, Ky., proceed
to expose to public sale to the
highest bidder the following
property:
Three certain tracts, pieces or
parcels of land lying and being
in Caldwell County, Kentucky on
the waters of Donaldson Creek
and bounded as follows:
First tract is same tract
conveyed to J. C. Ray, by Z.
H. Ray by wife by deed dat-
ed March 3, 1903, now of
record in deed books 43, page
179, proper officer which
deed is referred to for metes
and bounds and containing
551/4 acres be the same more
or less.
Second tract beginning on
a sugar tree one of the orig-
inal corners N 11/2 E 363/4
poles to a sugar tree 63/4 W
301/4 poles to a stake or stone
in T. A. Blackburn's line
with same N 881/2 W 1091/2
poles to a stone in Brown's
line thence 6 23 W 341/2 poles
to mouth of spring branch
thence down creek with mid-
dle of channel general course
S 59 W 45 poles to black oak
at mouth of ditch (gone)
stone in lieu thereof thence
with Walker's line S 661/2 E
351/2 poles to stone also to
Jennie Calverts lot No. 5,
with same S 883/4 E 54 poles
to beginning and containing
47 acres more or less.
Third Tract, beginning at office.
a stake in Melissa Clift line There is reserved and will not
with same to a stone in be sold nor conveyed at this sale
Brown's line with previous a (half) interest in and to oil
line N 23 E 42 poles to a stake and gas under aboved described
thence E 2 poles to a white land.
oak on N. bank of creek Said sale is being made for the
down same to a sugar tree purpose of division among heirs.
on S ride of creek, thence S The purchaser will be required
3 poles to the beginning, con- to give bond with good personal
taming three acres more or security for the payment of the
less, purchase money, payable to the
Being the same land conveyed Master Commission, bearing 6%
to the plaintiffs by C. R. Baker interest from date until paid, hay-
and wife by deed dated Oct. 28,ing the effect of a Judgment or
1947, record in deed book 80,Replevin bond, on which execu-
page 210 Caldwell County Court tion may issue at maturity, with
Clerk's office. And the same land a lien reserved for the payment
heired by the defendants, Charles thereof. Said sale will be made
Ray, Ronnie Ray, and Gloria Jon a credit of six months.
Ray from the estate of M. J. Ray Amy Frances Littlepage,
deceased, affidavit of desent of Master Commissioner C.C.C.
record in deed book , page Attorney, C. R. Baker
Caldwell County Court Clerk'sPrinceton, Ky., July 14, 1948 3tc
PHILLIES' MANAGER- Ed-
die Sawyer (above), maaager
of the Toronto Maple Leafs in
the International League, was
named manager of the Phila-
delphia Phillies. (July 26).
Sawyer succaeds Ben Chap-
man who was dismissed July
16. (AP Wirephoto)
Lamps Trap Fish
Moscow - AP "Evening Mos-
cow" reports fishermen are us-
ing submerked electric lights
in catching sprat. The system,
perfected by a Prof. Borisovas,
allows the Caspian fishermen to
lower a series of 800 to 1,000
watt lamps into the sea which
attracts whole school of the fish.
Once the sprat are near the
lamps they are hauled quickly
aboard nearby ships with nets.
One expedition caught more
than 3,000 pounds in an evening
by the electric lamp method.
Nearly 400,000,000 acres of
commercial foregt land are pri-
vately owned in the JJnited
States.
At Jordan's
THE BIG EVENT YOU'VE
WAITED FOR!
Our Price Smashing August
CLEARANCE
SAL
STARTING FRIDAY,
JULY 3 0 th
Let nothing keep you away. . . Attend this GREAT
MONEY SAVING EVENT!
Super values in each and every department. For
daily special tune in on WHOP.
FREE! SOUVENIRS FOR ALL!
COME ONE! COME ALL!
Jordan Furniture Co.
Incorporated
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Atomic Vaults Small
New York -- AP - The stuff
that makes atomic bombs is,
or was, kept in not-very-large
vaults writes Daniel Lang in a
new book, "Zearly Tales of the
Atomic Age." One such vault
was seen in 1945 by Herbert S.
Marks, Washington attorney,
while on a trip to Los Alamos,
New Mexico.
"Many people," Lang writes,
"would regard as the most im-
portant spot in the world a vault
used to store the stuff out of
which the bomb is made. It is,
Mark told me, one of the most
carefully guarded and least fre-
quented vaults ever built."
The book also has a section
on the search for suitable caves
for wartime industry. Another
section deals with rocket tests
in New Mexico. Many of the
Atomic Energy Commissions big
•---- -
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SAY "GOODBYE"
TO RHIN BACKS AIM WRISTS
PINCOR
ELECTRIC
HEDGE TRIMMER "4.4
MIES YOU TIME Ano WORK r
•
$32" Fatiory
*1
Taking care of hedges is no longer a chore and a bon
when you get your hagds on this beautifullybuilt
PINCOR electric hedge trimmer! Perfectly balanced.
Simple to opener, Just plug in the PINCOR, flick the
switch - and watch it bite through foliage - trim.
ming it straight as a ruler, or any shape you desire.
Operates on either AC or DC. 14 cutting teeth 
- de.
signed and precision-buik to Inindle any trimming job,
large or small. Let us show you bow easy it operates
Eldred Hardware Co.
Phone 321
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HOWERTON'S
MID-SUMMER
Clearance
Continues With Such Outstanding Values As
Entire Stock of
Men's Summer Dress Pants
$6.95 Buy-Mi RAYON TROPICALS-Sizes 2; to SO
Now $5.25, less alteration charge
$4.95 Russian Cord
Pants 
 now $4.
3.95 Seersucker Pants, now 3.
Men's Breeze Weave Dress Shorts
Whites and Assorted Solid Cole!,
Formerly $3.95 - Now $3.00
Entire Stock of
Men's Dress Straws
Including "MALLORY" HATS- Si7e,
On Sale at $1.50 to $4.95
Values to $7.50
Entire Stock of
Boys' "Tom Sawyer" Summer
Dress Pants
Sizes 4 to 20
$5.95 and $6.50 Rayon
Tropicals . . . . now
4.95 Rayon Tropicals, now
3.75 Cotton Gabardines,
now 
 now 3.
1 Lot of Boys' Pants
On Sale 
 1.9
•-• 
1!1 h
$4.7
3.5
Values to $3.50
Entire Stock of
Boys' Short Sleeve Sport Shirts
Including Tom Sawyer Shirts-Sizes 2 - 20
On Sale 79c to $2.00
N'alues to $2 9r,
SAM HOWERTON
FREDONIA, KY.
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yality Checks
goberit E. Geiger
— 
Some atomic
objecting to the
government has handl-
ns against the loyalty
of people working
; atomic projects. The
Energy Commission
by not disclosed how
byes may have been
for security reasons.
otists say that be- Analyzing the situation and the
has. been no an-
:,-•r hearings that have been held,
. .
ern it is likely not more
„try few people, if any,
dismissed.
Gerson and M. L. Las-
scientists at Oak
writing in the Bu!-
Atomic Scientists say
h men at Oak
been suspended
a hearing and six oth-
,ied there is "uncertain-
:their cases. T. H. Davis,
professor of chemistry
tuber of the Institute of
gashes at the Universi-
hiesgo, says in the same
I several employes in
Ase National laboratory
Ata; several at the
.ren, N. Y., laboratory
at the Hanford, Wash.,
--j have been notified.
officials who were
ibout this said it is the
cf the commission not to
t on any loyalty cases.
ed that the issue is not
giving away of atomic
to spies or other govern-
Sdch a case probably
be a criminal one, handl-
* courts.
e Atomic Enegry Act re-
i'ne AEC to keep a check
character, loyalty and as-
of the thousands of per-
-- - • —
; can be fun, but ex-
too. Especially when
-.-At lands in somebody's
when your otatboaad
cuts a swimmer. An
can coot you all your
years to come. Get
%tection . . . our COM-
sons working in atomic plants
and related projects who have
access to secret information. The
main purpose is to weed out any
likely to become disloyal in the
future, or ones who may care-
lessly give out secrets by acci-
dent—just by talking too much.
The Commission has issued a
set of rules, called the Interim
Procedure, for local hearings.
Gerson and Lesser, members of
Association of Oak Ridge En-
gineers and Scientists, propose
some changes. These are based
on a study made by a group of
Assoeiation members. They say
two problems are involved:
1. Dealing with people who
disclose atomic secrets. (Who un-
der the AEC Act would be tried
in courts of law.) 2. Constantly
checking employes to be sure
they are and will remain com-
pletely trustworthy.
"We are concerned with the
way in which the second princi-
ple can, in practice, be abused,"
the two men write. "'Assuring
that employes are completely
trgistworthy'.may be changed to
'assuring that employes hold ex-
actly the same political opinions
as those held by persons in po-
litical power'."
They recommended that all ac-
cusations be backed up by wit-
nesses; that the prosecution be
required to prove the accusa-
tions are true and that the pro-
secution be required to explain
why the accusations, if true,
might lead to a future disloyal
act. Under present rules, pro-
secution witnesses a r e n o t
necessary. Thus the accused may
not have the chance to confront
his accuser, may not even know
who he is. Officials of the AEC
say this is necessary because:
1. They do not have authority
to subpoena witnesses. 2.. The
FBI investigates the cases, and
the FBI feels it is necessary to
protect the people who give it
information..
Furthermore, AEC spokesmen
say, the accusations are not
"charges", in the legal sense, but
represent information about an
employe which it seems neces-
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
WOULD FORM NEW FRENCH GOVERNMENT — Andre Marie
(center) 50-year-old Radical Socialist, talks with reporters in
Paris (July 21) after leaving Elysee Palace following a visit
with French President Vincent Auriol. Marie said he has been
asked to form a new cabinet and declared he would seek a
government of Republicans, excluding Communists and De-
Gaullists. (AP Wirephoto via radio from Paris)
But Lesser and Gerson say an
adverse decision can seriously
cut the earning power of an em-
ploye, because of- the cloud cast
upon him. The Bulletin article
suggests all decisions should be
subject to review by federal
courts.
The employe now has the
right to appeal to the commis-
sion's personnel security review
board, headed by former Justice
Owen J. Roberts, but not to the
courts.
A statement by the Oak Ridge
association says at least some ac-
cusations are no more than "un-
substantiated" rumors. AEC of-
ficials emphasize these accusa-
tions did not come from the
commission itself but are state-
ments from people who know
the employes involved and in the
interests of security must be in-
vestigated. They also emphasize
they want to work out a way to
do this which will be the least
objectionable to atomic workers.
Present rules, they say, are sub-
ject to change that might erase
some of the problems.
Adds Dairy Equipment
Ralph Durbin of Edmonson
county, who recently installed a
milking machine and milk cool-
er in his dairy barn, has fur-
ther improved his set-up by
adding on a milking parlor with
eight stanchions, notes Farm
Agent Stanley A. Hager. When
the barn was built, it included a
concrete floor and a room for
washing and caring for milk
equipment.
When suddenly frightened or
angered, a deer can cause ser-
ious damage with its front hoofs.
That's the story of New Holland Baler Twine .
the Twine with a new twist. Even from one end of
the ball to the other. Longer, stronger fibres,
twisted together to give you a smooth-running
twine. More hours of uninterrupted baling. And
one twine-box full, just four balls, gives you
tests prove barn rodents won't go near New Holland
Treated Twine. It, impregnated with a special chemical
'515 hale And that same solution resists moisture, too.
Itints dampness even when your New Holland Twin•-tied
6,1es are otn in the field.
51°P in at our store today. Get ready for a steady
ooton of smooth baling.
NEW HOLLAND
FAIN_ ENGINEERED MACHINERY FOR BETTER 
FARMING
Kentucky is one of the southern
states in which dairying "is on
the march and going places,"
says Dr. Dwight M. Seath, in
charge of the Dairy Section of
the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky, writing in Hoard's
Dairyman.
Milk sales in Kentucky are
8.8 times as great as at the end
of World War I, and for the
South as a whole milk sales are
10 times greater, according to
Dr. Seath. Dairying in the South
he claims, is growing faster than
any other major farm enter-
prise in any section of this
country.
The growth of dairying in this
and other southern states comes
from the increase in the acre-
ages of pastures and hay crops
and from the . break away from
the one-crop system, Dr. Seath
reasons. The Agricultural Ad-
justment Administration reports
that the South for several years
seeded more acres to pasture
than all other sections of the
country combined. Some of th
South's pastures rank tops in th.2
nation, whether measured in
terms of milk or beef prodte:
tion.
Hay production also in in
creasing in Kentucky and other
southern states. The increas
since 1920 is put at 45 percent,
compared with 8 percent for the
rest of the country.
That dairying will continue to
grow in Kentucky and other
states in this part of the coun-
try is predicted by Dr. Smith
The demand for milk still ex-
ceeds the supply, he says, and
the future promises an even
greater market for dairy pro-
ducts. He claims that several
of the nation's best markets,
based on prices paid farmers
for milk, are in the South.
REA Brings Demands
For Home Appliances
By taking advantage of rural
electrification, Todd county
farm families have simplified
their work and made living
pleasant on the farm, according
to Home Agent Sarah Patterson
Mason. Among a dozen or mole!
different types of electric ap-
pliances bought, the following
head the list: 20 lamps, 15 irons,
12 stoves, 10 refrigerators, 9
fans, 8 washing machines, 8
home freezers, 8 water heaters.
4 pumps and 4 radios in addi-
tion to hot plates, milkers,
sprayers, saws, roasters, dish
washers, toasters and waffle
irons.
Vast peat bogs helped make
the Po Valley in Italy one of the
most fertile spots on the globe
Homemakers To
Receive Honors At
State Convention
Recognition of two Kentucky
Master Farm Homemakers is
to be a feature of the annual
Farm and Home Convention az
the University of Kentucky in
January, it was announced at
the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics.
The Master Farm Homemak-
ers program is being resumed in
the State after discontinuance
in 1934. During (he 10-year per-
iod preceding that date, 25 Ken-
tucky farm women of achieve-
ment were chosen for this honor.
They are members of the Na-
tional Farm Homemakers Guild.
The program will be under
the joint sponsorship of the state
Guild, the college and the Ken-
tucky Federation of Home-
makers.
Each year, it will be the pri-
vilege of counties in two Fed-
eration districts to select candi-
dates for the honor. The Penny-
royal and Central Blue Grass
districts were chosen to parti-
cipate this year.
To be eligible, the homemaker
must live on a farm from which
half or more of the family in-
come is derived. Other points
for pudging include the farm
home plant, recreation, social de
velopment and family relation.
ships and community work.
Recognition will consist of the
presentation of the Master Farm
Homemakers pin at the annua'
homemakers luncheon at the
Farm and Home Convention.
Further information may be
had from home agents, or from
the college, Lexington.
Warren Women Show
Rugs Worth $4,500
A display of 90 hand-hooked
and braided rugs, conservatively
estimated to have a total valu-
of $4,500, was seen in Bowling
Green when members of War-
ren county homemakers clubs
completed their year's work im
rug making. Made of discarded
wool garments or new wool
yarns, the rugs ranged in cost
from 30 cents for dye to $30 ice:
rug yarn. The majority of pat-
terns were designed by the own-
ers of the rugs, said Home agent
Elizabeth Word.
Many of the women stated
they found rug making an en-
joyable form of relaxation. Mrs.
Bailey Redd of the Bowling
Green Suburban Club, for ex-
ample, displayed five rugs which
she and members of her family
made during the winter months.
Even a seven-year-old daughter
learnA the craft, hooking a 15-
inch. chair seat.
Mrs. J. W. Scott of the M5
Victor Homemakers Club dis-
played a 7 by 10-braided rug.
which when completed, will be
9 by 12 feet in size.
Peat bogs' are formed from the
remains of countless thousands
of generations of moss plants.
Peat liogs have a peculiar abil-
ity to maintain a uniform tem-
perature throughout all seasons
of the year.
Phone 54
117 W. Main St. --
Princeton, Ky.
The Kentucky .Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
Strawberries Pay
In Five Counties
Strawberry growing, sponsor-
ed by the Sears-Roebuck Foun-
dation in five counties, resulted
In 441 club members producing
35,320 quarts worth $10,503.51.
according to the College of Ag-
riculture and Home Economics,
University of Kentucky
Twenty-five boys and girls In
each county started _ patches a
year ago, having their L-st har•
vest this season.
Laurel county 4-Hers did the
best, producing berries worth
$2,342.49. James E. Durham of
that county ranked top as an
individual producer, his berrie;
being worth $485.38. Ile also sold
$16 worth of plants.
Valued at 30 cents a quart,
berries were produced in other
counties as follows: Whitley,
$1,981.20; Rockcastle, $1,953.87.
Knox, $1,609.20, and Clay, $1.-
599.60.
Look Your Prettiest
in Your Own Homey./
DRESSES
Crisp, Cool Cottons
Make Housework
More Fun!
• Sturdy and Tubbable
• Attractive Styling
• Economically Priced
Yes, you're company-pretty at
housework in one of these eye-,1
,catching housedresses! Prints or
stripes in back-wrap or zipperi
front styles with swirl skirts! At
this tiny price you can afford
several! Sizes 12 to 44.
New Low Price
BIG-MAC
MITCHELL IMPLEMENT CO. DOES A COMPLETE JOB
We Guarantee Satisfaction On all Makes of Cars and
BRAKE SERVICE FOR SAFETY'S SAKE
Lubricating
Washing
Polishing
Wreck Building
Steering Repairs
Engine Tune-Up
tAP Newateaturea) finished fifth and then sixth.
Saratoga Springs, N. Y. -- Cameron gave up in disgust.
As a two-year-old Mighty Boy
looked more like a candidate for
a milk route than a potential
horse of distinction which he
may well become this year. He
is staked in such classics as the
Hambletonian Trot and the Lit-
tle Brown Jug race.
Owner Octave Blake, like
most veteran horsemen, hoped
his colt would be a trotter, and
he got his early training as
such. But Mighty Boy could
scarcely trot above a fast walk.
He was anything but mighty in
performance.
Only once did Trainer Del
Cameron send him to the races
as a 2-yealk-old. That was in a
two-heat trotting event at the
Middletown, N. Y., County fair.
In a field of six, Mighty Boy
oF PRICE
_only 25c
SEPT. 12 18
Advance Tickets Now on Sale
50c Tickets for 25c
Ih• local FARM BUREAU is sponsoring
the sale of tickets in your Couoty. Get
them at your drug, hardwere, grocery,
and implement stores, also at Bemis sod
the County Agent's office.
The horse could trot well
enough—but not fast enough.
Last winter Cameron switch-
ed him to the pacing gait. Migh-
ty Boy looked better. This spring
he 'showed up at the Grand Cir-
cuit opening at Santa Anita,
Calif., with hopples and his new
gait.
In five trips to the post Mighty
Boy won three races and once
finished second, all in good
time. He registered a 2:05 3-5
clip in his best win.
After that auspicious showing
it would seem that Blake and
Cameron had themseslves a pret-
ty good young pacer — and to
heck with trying to get him to
trot. But Owner Blake wasn't
satisfied.
Now that he's got his speed
maybe he can keep it on the
trot," reasoned Blake. So trainer
Cameron started all over again,
trying Mighty Boy on the trot.
He went to the races twice as
a trotter at Long Island's Roose-
velt Raceway. Once his head pole
broke and hit him in the side
throwing him off gait after he
had taken the lead. The second
time another horse bumped him
on the turn. Both times he fin-
ished back in the ruck.
"Maybe we'd better give up,
and let him go back to pacing,"
Flying ants may be termites—
possibly in your home. A FREE
TERMINTX INSPECTION will
give you accurate information
on the extent of termite dam-
age in your property. Don't de-
ay, call today!
SALE ENDS SEPT. 1 STEGER LUMBER CO.
BUY YOURS NOW Phone 5174
Tickets are good at gate any day or:fright. Authorited Remment•tivo of
55 Ohio Vallee Terminie Corp..
,t4(.2 I 9‘).„.
As Advertised In"Th• Pont'KENTUCKY
STATE FAIR TERMINIX
WOULD S LARGh11 IN IESAAtiE CONVOL
by
A radio-phonograph with features usually
found only in sets twice its price! Until you
hear it you can't believe how faithfully it
reproduces your favorite records. The FUR.
NITURE STYLED compact plastic cabinet
makes it a handsome addition to any Mom
of any home. See it—hear it -today!
Motorola Table Model Automatic
Radio- Phonograph
* Compact
* "floating Action"
Changer
* Handles op to 10
Records
* Osmium Tipped
Resilient Needle
* Noiseless Cyclina
Phone 260
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PACKING PLANT IN SEA OF WATER — A packing plant (center) is swamped by flood
waters from the Cottonwood and Neosho rivers in Emporia, Kans., after water from the rain-
swollen streams inundated the area. A highway bridge at the foot of Commercial street also is
under water. Flood waters, which failed to reach the business district isolated the city by highway
and rail routes. (AP Wirephoto)
Owner Blake suggested to Cam
eron after those two disappoint-
ments.
"No sir, Mr. Blake," Cameron
insisted. "Mighty Boy is a trot-
ter."
However, ,he had been staked
almost exclusively in paces for
'48—with the exception of the
Hambletonian—and two of the
important pacing events were
soon to come up at the Historic
Track meeting at Goshen.
Mighty Boy Avon for the first
time as a trotter at the local
meeting here, going the mile in
2:10 1-5. Cameron now thinks
he can do 2:04 or better on a
mile track.
"Better cancel him out of
those two paces. I want to keep
him trotting so we can have him
ready for the Hambletonian,"
Cameron recommended. Blake
obliged and so the horse that
couldn't trot until he learned to
pace, is slated to go in the top
trotting classic of them all at
Goshen, N. Y.; on Aug. 11.
But he apparently is in for
a slightly mixed up career. Af-
ter the Hambletonian, Blake and
Cameron plan to do a quick
change and get him pacing
again in time to go in the Little
Brown Jug classic for three-
year-old racers at Delaware, 0.,
lh September. •
If he gets to the post in each
of the two events Mighty Boy
will have the distinction of be-
ing the first horse ever to go in
both the blue ribbon classics for
three-year-old trotters and pac-
ers. And it looks like he'll make
it.
Thomas Paine's pamplet, "Com-
mon Sense," was credited in 1776
with crystallizing sentiment in
favor of independence for Brit-
ain's colonies in North America.
For You To Feel Well
24 hours every day, 7 days ev.ery
week, never stopping, the kidney. Wit
waste matter from the blood.
If more people went aware of bow the
kidneys must constantly remove sur-
plus fluid, excess acids and other want°
matter that cannot may in the blood
without injury to hearth, there would
be better understanding of why the
whole system is upset when kidneys fail
to function properly.
Isurollig, beatify or too frequent urina-
tion sometimes warms that something
Is wrong. You may suffer nagging hark-
•che, headaches, dizziness, rheumatic
pains, getting up at 'lights, mvelFny.
Why not try Doon's Pale You will
be using a medicine recommended the
country over. Doon's stimulate the func-
tion of the kidneys and help them to
flush out poisonous waste from the
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Get Domes today. Use with confidence.
At all drug lames.
It is richer, sweeter, better tasting, and contains
the vitamins necessay to good health.
Veterans Warned
On Overpayment
Of Subsistence
Veterans Administration is ap-
pealing to veteran-student and
job-trainees, as well as to
schools and job training estab-
lishments in which veterans are
enrolled under the G. I. Bill,
for assistance in preventing sub-
sistence allowance overpay-
ments.
In the State of Kentucky, ac-
cording to Louisville Regional
Office officials, the VA has a to-
tal of 7,989 cases of subsistence
overpayments on hand for a
total value of $751,310. New cas-
es discovered in June totaled 842,
a decrease of 32 percent from
the 1,251 cases discovered in
May.
The veterans and their train-
ing establishments are asked to
notify VA immediately when
trainee-veterans abandon their
training program. When the vet-
erans know in advance the defi-
nite date on which they will
complete or discontinue their
training, they should advise VA
at that time instead of waiting
until they actually stop their
training, VA said.
Failure to notify VA of train-
ing discontinuances usually re-
sults in overpayments of sub-
sistence allowances. Such over-
payments must be refunded to
the government.
Although there has been a de-
cided decrease .in overpayments
in recent months, the VA still
is concerned in the cumulative
amount of such overpayments.
A recent survey disclosed an
average lapse of 23 days between
the time the veteran stopped his
training and the time VA was
notified of his discontinuance.
As a result, the veteran contin-
ued to receive subsistence al-
lowance payments to which he
was not entitled, with the con-
sequence of unnecessary hard-
ship for himself in making re-
payment to the government
later.
Immediate or advance notice
of training discontinuances will
assist VA materially in reducing
the amount of overpayments. In
many cases, such notices will
Eliminate overpayments and the
necessity for refunds by vet-
erans.
Veterans who receive unearned
subsistence checks after inter-
rupting or discontinuing their
training must return all over-
payments to the government or
make satisfactory arrangements
for repayment of the indebted-
ness.
VA said veterans who fail to
make arrangements to repay
subsistence allowance overpay-
ments may be prevented from
Explaining that payment of
government funds to persons in-
debted to the United States is
prohibited unless repayments are
arranged, VA said that veterans
who received subsistence over-
payments would have the amount
they owe the government de-
ducted from unemployment or
self-employment allowances they
might apply for after leaving
their training. When stich de-
ductions are necessary, every
effort will be made to avoid
causing any veteran an undue
hardship, VA said.
Forty or more farm homes in
McLean county have installed
complete water systems the last
year.
Seedings of alfalfa were math.
on 29 different farms in Mc-
Creary county this spring, to-
taling 51 14 acres.
J. T. Rice of McCracken coun-
ty harvested 7,000 pounds of re-
cleaned fescue seed and 1,900
pounds of ladino seed from a
field pastured heavily through-
out the winter and until Apri.
Heavy applications of fertili-
zer on- corn land were used for
the first time this spring by ap-
proximately 300 farmers in Es-
till county.
Approximately 1,500 farms in
Laurel county have been wired
for electricity, or half those in
the county.
Larue county homemakers es-
timated they saved $2,711 by do
ing home sewing and remaking
garments.
Fulton county farmers har-
vested 350,000 pounds of ladina
clover seed, worth about a hale
million dollars, on 4,000 acres.
On land which eight years ay..
produced 25 bushels of corn to
the acre, Raymond Phelps of
Caldwell county last year har
vested an average of 100 bush-
els,, following the use of lime
and phosphate.
Dennis Wade Coakley, Green
county 4-H'er, sold 17 head of
lambs for more than $500.
Fifty contestants from Magof-
fin county are enrolled in the
one-acre corn. derby contest, and
four in the five-acre contest.
S. N. Brooks of Bullitt county
is installing a complete water
system and hot water heating
plant in a house which is 100
years old.
House Harris of Boyd county
is building a 14-stanchion, con-
crete block dairy barn.
Frank Gholson, 4-11 club mem-
ber in Ballard county, and his
brother operate a 26-cow dairy
farm. In May, they reported
their herd was paying at the
rate of $1,000 a month.
Oregon has more than 29,000,-
re-entering schools or job-train- 000 acres of forest lands, includ-
ing courses under the G. 1. Bill. I ing lake and stream surfaces.
The public will please be notified that we will
offer at public auction the household and kitchen
furniture of the estate of L. G. Cox, deceased, at
ten o'clock Friday morning, July 30th. In this
there are several very nice pieces of antique
furniture, an excellent gas cooking stove in per-
5
fect condition and other desirable pieces of furni-
ture which we will offer.
Administrator Estate of L. G. Cox, deceased
Fishing Improved
In Cumberland
In an effort to improve fishing
in Cumberland River above the
Falls the Division of Game and
Fish recently placed a truck-
load of buffalo and white bass
fingerlings in this stream. The
Fisheries Department expects the
white bass to orer another of
game fish for the fishermen,
while the 1uffalo fingerlings in
years to come will offer an ex-
cellent fish food and the larger
ones are expected to give trot-
line fishermen more sport.
The Division reports excellent
results from the hatcheries this
season. To Date 1,047,434 bass
fry have been taken from the
hatcheries, which is by far the
largest number ever produced.
In addition, the fingerlings sup-
ply in these ponds is expected
to double the number of last
season. -Already 60,000 finger-
lings have been distributed and
the total by the end of the
season may mount to 200,000.
Attributed as factors responsible
for this sharp increase are bet-
ter use of fertilizers and improv-
ed weather conditions.
Woman Whip Crackers
Chicago — AP — Maywood
trotting track on Chicago's far
west side has four women com-
peting for turf honors over the
half-mile track. Women driv-
ers in competition are Mrs. For-
est (Grandma) Burright and her
daughter, Joyce, of Oregon, Ill.,
Mrs. Edith Mouw, of Spencer,
Ia., and Mrs. Lucille McLaugh-
lin, of Davenport. Ia. This is
Mrs. Mouw's first appearance at
Maywood but the other women
have driven horses there.
The manufacture of cigarettes
in the United States began about
1864.
If you need extra cash to
have some work done on
your car, or would like to
trade it in on a later model,
'phone or see us today.
nteMtafe
FINANCE CORPORATION Of KY
(East Side of Square)
106 Court Square, Princeton
Pho. 470
-
Commercial Apples
Below Average
Prospects for the apple crop
in commercial areas this year
indicate that it will be moder-
ately smaller than both last
year and the 10-year average.
The crop is expected to be be-
low average in all areas except
the Western States, where it
should be fully as large as aver-
age but considerably below the
record 1947 crop, according to
the division of markets, Kentuc-
ky Department of 'Agriculture.
Early reports Indicate that this
year's crop in the North Atlan-
tic States may turn out about the
same as last year. In the South
Atlantic States the crop probab-
ly will be about one-half larger
than the short 1947 crop. In the
Central States, prospects indi-
cate a generally smaller crop
than last year, the department
reports.
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THE COST OF LIMING
When you buy agricultural limestone
you make an investment that pays you handsome
returns over a number of years. In figuring the
cost of keeping your soil properly supplied with
lime you should do so on the basis of cost per acre
per year.
Just divide the amount of money you invest in
the liming material applied to each acre of land
by the number of years the application is effee
live. The answer will be a surprisingly small
figure. You will find, as hundreds of thousands
of farmers have found, that the increase in yielis
of better quality crops may easily be 3 to 10 tizJ•
the annual cost.
Soil-liming costs are low—profits are high.
Jul 21
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donia News
.omy Landis,
Is. John F. Rice, Mrs.
tun, Mr. and Mrs. W.
and Billy Sam Young
iuc dinner at the
r. and Mrs. V. E
.
iday night, with Mrs.
Mrs. Coleman as co-
Lee Leeper is spend-
rek in Nashville, as
Rev. and Mrs. Ed-
Mrs. Brice Catilla
syle. of Salem, visit-
er. J. C. Catilla, Sat-
noon.
bie Fuller and Mrs.
and son. Gary, were
e Wednesday. They
pitied home by Miss
or. Miss Fuller and
Mrs. Fox and son are visiting
in Little Rock, Ark., this week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Young,
Princeton, were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. W. M. Young Sunday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Landes
entertained the following at din.
ner Tuesday night • Mr. and Mrs.
Sam MeElveen, Mrs. J. M. Mc
Cormick, Jackson, Miss., and Mr.
and Mrs. John F. Rice.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnle Akridge
and children left Tuesday for
their home in Mt. Morris, Mich.,
after a visit to his mother, Mrs.
Bernice Akridge, and Mr. and
Mrs. Ruble Akridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Landes
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brock-
meyer attended the funeral of
Johnnie at the Morgan
----
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FIELD SEED
FERTILIZER
BALBO RYE
SEED WHEAT
BARLEY
RYE GRASS
WINTER VETCH
OKLAHOMA ALFALFA
SUDAN GRASS
ORCHARD GRASS
RED TOP
KENTUCKY BLUE GRASS
WHITE DUTCH CLOVER
JUTE SEED BAGS
0-14-7 FERTILIZER
18 Per Cent PHOSPHATE
RMOUR'S 3-9-6 FERTILIZER
e Us For Seed Cleaning And Treating
HARDWARE CO.
(Incorporated)
and Virginia St.
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Phone 332
1
WORLD'S TOP RUNNERS IN ENGLAND - Herb McKenley,
of Jamaica, BWI, shows his starting position to (left to right)
Dennis Shaw, South Africa; Mal Whitfield, Los Angeles, Calif.,
and Arthur Wint, Jamaican attending University of London, as
the four great 400-meter runners get together on practice field
at the Uxbridge, England, Olympic camp July 24. (AP Wire-
photo)
Funeral Home in Princeton Sun-
day afternoon.
Mrs. Isabelle Yandell and son,
Bruce, returned to their home
in London, Thursday after spend-
ing their vacation with her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wal-
ker,
Mrs. W. M. Young, Mrs. Ivan
H. Bennett, Miss Imogene Wig-
ginton, Mr. J. E. Hillyard and
Mr. James Landes attended the
Sunday School Convention at
the Central Presbyterian church
in Princeton Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Smith,
Detroit, spent the week-end
with Mr. and Mrs. Jdke Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Param
and son, Ronnie, St. Louis, visit-
ed friends in 'town Wednesday
afternbon, enroute to Louisville,
to visit relatives. Mr. and Mrs.
Param were residents of Fre-
donia for several years, having
been members of the school
faculty.
Mrs. Florence Parr and Miss
Dorothy Parr were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Cochran in
Marion, Wednesday and Thurs-
day.
Miss Georgia Boaz left for
Louisville Wednesday afternoon,
where she wil lvisit her sister,
NOTICE!
TAX
PAYERS
TAX COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE OPEN
AUG. 2, FOR BENEFIT OF TAXPAYERS
It shall be the duty of the Taxpayers to
appear at the Tax Commissioner's Office. Tax-
payers are governed by the following law, ac-
cording to the Kentucky Statute, Section 132.220:
"It shall be the duty of all persons owning or
having any interest in taxable property in Cald-
well County to appear before the Tax Commis-
sioner beginning August 2 and have same listed."
MRS. S. J. LARKINS
Tax Commissioner Caldwell County
Mrs. Tom Owen, and other rel-
atives.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Butts and
daughter spent the week-end
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ohn Butts.
Rev, Donald Deane, Donald
Conway and Dick Rice return-
ed from the 'Young People's
Camp at Nacome, Tenn., Mon-
day, after spending the week
there.
Miss Sory Gutherey, of Char-
lotte, N. C., was a dinner guest
of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young
and family, Sunday.
Mrs. J. W. Woolsey and daugh-
ter, of Dearborn, Mich., is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Blackburn.
Mrs. Paul Riley and children,
Debris, Lorainne and Tommy,
Detroit, Mich., are visiting rela-
tives here.
Dinner guests of Miss Imogene
Wigginton Sunday were: Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Wheeler and
daughter, Helen, Mt. Vernon,
Ind., and Mrs. Stick Williams
and son Don, of St. Louis.
Patsy, Wayne and Nancy
Baugh of Dunmore, are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Perkins and
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Bugg.
Mrs. Attie Bugg is the guest
of her son, Forest Bugg, and
Mrs. Bugg in Evansville.
Miss Ada Leeper spent Sunday
as guest of her brother, Frank
Leeper, and Mrs. Leeper in
Madisonville.
Mrs. J. E. Hillyard returned
home Friday after a visit to
Mrs. Hubert Jaco and family
in Fulton.
Miss Dorothy Brasher returned
from Evansville Thursday after
a visit of several days to her
grandmother, Mrs. H. H. Wring.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam McElveen
and Mrs. J. M. McCormick left
Sunday for their home in Jack-
son, Miss., after spending last
week with Mr. and Mrs. John
F. Rice.
Mrs. E. W. Cates, Humbolt,
Tenn., Mr. S. C. Catilla, and Mr.
Roy Wiggins, of Wynn., Ark.,
were called here Wednesday by
the serious illness of Mr. J. C.
Catilla, whose condition is im-
proved as reported by his fam-
11
Mr. and Mrs. Reed Brown
were in Nacome, Tenn., Sunday,
and were accompanied home by
Miss Doris Brown and Miss Joan
York, who attended Young Peo-
ple's Camp and conference there
last week, as representatives
from the First Presbyterian
church.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Travis,
Kansas City, Mo., are visiting
his sister, Mrs. Milton York, Mr.
York and family.
Mr. Ernest Dawson, Detroit,
spent last week with his sister,
Mrs. Jocie Quertermous and fa-
ther, Ben Dawson.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young,
Evansville, were the week-end
guests of her sister, Mrs. Veldin
Yandell, and Mr. Yandell.
Mrs. W. M. Young, Miss Imo-
gene Wigginton and Mr. Kelly
Landes attended funeral services
for Mr. W. 0. Tucker in Marion
Saturday afternoon.
Miss Bonnie King left Monday
for a visit to the Rev. and Mrs.
J. R. Robinson in Atlanta, Ga.
Rev. land Mrs. Harlan Thomas
and little son, Gerald, are spend-
ing vacation with his parents, in
Rome, Ga., and her parents in
Clayton, Ga.
Girdle, Patience Gone
San Diego, Calif. - AP - Po-
lice are looking for a woman's
girdle and some boys. The owner
reported it was taken from a
clothesline at her home. As tak-
en down by police, the report
added: "I feel sure that boys
took by girdle to make sling-
shots with."
Respecting age as they do, the
Chinese rarely use turtles for
food, even in the midst of a
famine.
Dawson Road -
Mrs. Lenna Crowder visited
Mrs. Larue Crowder Saturday
night.
Mrs. Lizzie James was in
town Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Franklin
spent Sunday in Crittenden
county.
Mr. Wesley Prince was in our
community Tuesday.
Mrs. Hester Powell and boys
were in Madisonville Sunday
calling on old friends.
Several from here attended
the motorcycle races in Madi-
sonville Sunday.
Mr. Geo. Franklin called on
Wesley Prince recently, estimat-
ing the cost of repairing his
barn recently struck by light-
ning.
Mrs. Mettie Morris has re-
turned home from Grand Riv-
College Radio Programs
"Fruit and Vegetable Storage
Buildihgs" will be discussed by
Elwyn S. Holmes of the College
of Agriculture and Home Eco-
nomics, University of Kentucky,.
over radio station WHAS on
Aug. 2 at 12:45 p.m. Other clailj
programs at that hour will be
Aug. 3, Miss Edith Lacy, "What
4-H Members Do During the
Summer;" Aug. 4, Robert. H.
Ford, "Farm Newscast:" Aug. 5, ,
Perry Summers, "The Beef Cat-
tle Market," and Aug. 6, "Ques-
tions from Farm People." On
Aug. 7, at 12:15 p.m., Mrs. Peail
Haak will discuss "Checking tne
Canning Budget."
era,
Mrs. Hester Powell and son,
George, called on Mrs. Josie
Walker one night last week.
41 FLY CLEA RANCE
Boys' Clothing
Swim Trunks,
Sizes, 6-849c
Boxer Shorts .69c
Sun Suits, for-
erly 1.49 to
2.49 . . . ,.....98c
Wash Suits, 1-2-3,
values to 2.75 $1.49
Overall Pants. . 1.69
1-Shirts 69c
DIMITIES
and
BATISTE
Yard
68c
Formerly
75c to 98c
TRELLIS
VOILES
49c
Yard
EYELET
EMBROIDERY
Was $3.98
NOW
$2.69
White Eyelet
$1.98 yd.
BEMBERG
SHEERS
1.49 - 1.69
NOW
98c
pioA
Dress Sale
Cottons and Bemburgs
$ 6.98
7.98
9.98
10.98
12.98
$4.84
5.84
6.84
7.84
8.84
Sizes 9-52
Half Sizes 12 1-2 -24 1-2
51 - 15
See Our Beautiful Nylon Hose
$1.69 pair 3 pr. $4.50
Girls' Clothing
Shorts, were
1.98 $1.39
Pedal Pushers, re-
duced from
2.98 $1.98
Swim Suits, sizes
32 - 34  4.98
Sun Suits . 98c
Organdie Pinafores
with matching bon-
net, were 2.98,
Now . . 1.98
Sleeping Wear
Children's Pajamas,
size 1-6 ......$1.49
Girls' Pajamas,
sires 8-14 . 1.98
Two Piece Shortie
Pajamas . . 1.98
Batiste Gowns,
formerly 3.98 2.98
TOWELS
3 for $1.00
White with colored
borders
ANKLETS
81/2 to
101/2
29c
Girls' Rayon
PANTIES
Sizes 2-16
39c
WALL PAPER lc SALE
Starts Mon. Aug. 2 to Sat. Aug. 14
YOU BUY ONE ROLL AT REGULAR PRICE AND GET ONE ROLL
AT 1 CENT
McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
W. Court Square PRINCETON, KY. Phone 762
Phone
00
or,
a
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Group Attends
Dark Tobacco Meet
New Marketing Quotas
To Be Voted By
Farmers This Fall
W. P. Oldham, W. S. Traylor
and W. W. Perry, Caldwell
County AAA committeemen,
with Mrs Lillian Pruett, clerk,
and Edwin Lamb, Farm Bureau
president, attended a dark-to-
bacco meeting at Elkton Friday,
July 23, at which time proposed
fire-cured and dark air-cured
tobacco marketing quota regu
lations were accepted. T he
group heard R. S. Taylor, of
the Marketing Quota Section,
Ben Kilgore, of the Eastern
Dark Growers' Association; R.
0. Wilson, State AAA commit-
teeman., and a representative
from Washington, D. C.
The following proposals will
have to be accepted by other
tobacco states and approved by
Washington, Mrs. Pruett report-
ed, and preliminary acreage of
tobacco allotment for an old
farm shall be the largest of: (a)
the average acreage of tobacco
harvested on the farm during
the 5 years 1944-48, (b) the av-
erage acreage of tobacco har-
vested on the farm during the
3 years 1946-48, or (c) 80 per-
cent of the acreage harvested on
the farm in 1948: provided, that
preliminary allotment determin-
ed for any farm under (c) above
shall not exceed the allotment
established for such farm for
the 1948-49 marketing year. The
preliminary aliotment for old
farms in the State shall be ad-
justed uniformly so that the to-
tal of the 1948 preliminary al-
lotments for all old farms in the
State shall equal the total acre-
age allotted to all farms in the
State for the 1948-49 marketing
year.
It was found necessary to es-
tablish allotments this year be-
cause the year ends the freeze
period on fire-cured and air-
cured tobacco. Farmers will
have another-chanee to vote on
marketing quotas this fall.
As soon as final regulations
are released to the local AAA
office, farmers will be notified
of the 1948-49 regulations, Mrs.
Pruett said.
Attend 0. E. S. Meet
At Dawson Springs
Princetonians attending a
friendship meeting of the O.E.S.
Monday night at Masonic Hall,
Dawson Springs, were Mes-
dames May Neel, Otis Wood,
Charles Curry, Ethel French,
Frank Craig, L. C. Lisman, Bes-
sie Harmon, D. B. Davis; Misses
Parnelia Gordon and Maggie
Dunbar; Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Coleman and Mr. and Mrs. John
Roy McDowell. Dinner was serv-
ed at 6:30 o'clock, followed by a
business meeting.
The word taxi is derived from
"Taximeter Cats", as they origin-
ally were called,
About Half Of City
Taxes Collected, Is
Report Council Hears
Approximately one-half of 1948
city taxes have been collected,
ieport at Monday night's Coun-
cil meeting showed. Unpaid city
taxes, after November 1, are sub-
ject to a 10 percent penalty.
Extension of the concrete
driveway in Cedar Hill Ceme-
tery was recommended and it
was agreed to make the exten-
sion, using workmen in the
street department as soon as
they are available, under Super- ,
intendent of Works Harold Mc-
Connell.
Kentucky Youths
May Join GuardSuch Enlistment Will
Keep Them Out
Of Draft
( BY ASSOCIATED PRESS)
Frankfort — Enlistment in
Kentucky's National Guard of
boys under 18% years old was
made possible by a proclamation
issued by Gov. Earle Clements
Monday.
It set out that those who joined
the guard under the proclama-
tion will be exempt from the
federal Selective Service draft
as long as the "continue to serve
satisfactorily" in the guard.
The offer was made possible
by the federal draft act. It pro-
vides that any state whose Na-
tional Guard is not up to auth-
orized strength may take in
youngsters upon direction of the
governor.
State Adj. Gen. *Roscoe L.
Murray said the guard needs 617
more men and 137 more officers
to reach its authorized maxi-
mum of 4,116. He added that
would have been filled before
now, but for the fact that the
War Department authorized it
to form additional units shortly
before President Truman signed
the new peace time draft act.
"This doesn't mean we are
going to take all who apply,"
General Murray said regarding
Monday's proclamation. "What
we are after is future non-com
and commissioned officer per-
sonnel."
Democrats Select Five
Eligibles For County
Election Commissioner
At a meeting of the Caldwell
County Democratic Executive
Committee Saturday afternoon
the following five Democrats
were selected and their names
sent to the State Election Com-
mission: Herman P. Oliver, J. T.
White, Roy Tayloe, Mrs. Allan
Hubbard and James W. Catlett.
One% of these will be appointed
the Democratic member of the
Caldwell County Election Com-
mission. Herman P. Oliver is
the incumbent Democratic mem-
ber of the county commission,
composed of the Republican
member and Sheriff W. 0.
Towery, as member ex-officio.
AUGUST SPECIALS!
See this good studio which makes
a good bed; full spring construction
bed compartment at a special low
price of
$59.95
Also two-piece suites at wonderful
low prices.
Yes, we are offering four-piece
bedroom suites from
$89.95 up
See the bargains and be convinc-
ed, for you can always save money
HERE.
Your calls are appreciated at all
times at
FURNITURE DEALERS
and
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Prompt Ambulance Service
Phones 666 & 457 Princeton, Ky.
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WHOOPING IT UP FOR WALLACE — Bedlam and cunt u,ion reign on the convention floor as
delegates parade with banners and pictures of Wallace and Taylor during tumultuuos demon-
stration for Henry A. Wallace at Progressive Party's convention in Philadelphia. (July 24)
Pictures of ,Franklin D. Roosevelt and Wallace are susppended above the delegates. View is
made from front of the hall. (AP Wirephoto)
lassified Ads
TEACHERS: For your complete
progressive elementary pro-
gram, subscribe for "Child-
craft. It will supply you ideas
and aids for everyday. "Child-
craft' should be a "MUST"
in every schoolroom and
home. Mrs. H. C. Lester, Dist-
Mgr., Teachers Dept., Quaine
Corporation, 908 North Jeffer-
son St. Phone 717. ltp
FOR SALE: Good used .lumber.
Cedar Bluff Stone Co. ltc
BATTERIES
With a written guarantee for
your car, truck or tractor. Get
our price. - Hodge Motor- and
Implement Company. Phone
87. tic
FOR SALE: Remington portable
typewriter. See Margaret
Boaz, Route 3, Princeton, Ky.
I tp
APARTMENT FOR RENT: i2 or
3 rooms. Also sleeping room.
600 East Market St. Phone
676-J. ltp
FARM FOR SALE: Sam Stewart
farm of approx. 110 acres —
located 1% miles Princeton on
old Fredonia Rd. Electricity—
plenty water—farm home —
stock and tobacco barns, other
out buildings, orchard, timber.
Mail bids to Paul E. Stewart,
PO Box 602, Paducah, Ky.
Rights reserved to reject any
or all bids. tic
LADIES SILK DRESSES, 5 for
$1.00, postpaid; imperfects,
not sized or pressed; mail or-
ders only. Send your dollar
today to Goodwill Industries
of Kentucky, 24 South 8th
St., Louisville, Ky. 2tc
- 
FOR SALE: 7 registered Here-
ford heifers and four bulls.
$150 each. Donaldson Valley
Stock Farm, Dalton, R. R. 1.
Call E. F. Blackburn, 99,
Princeton. 2tp
WANTED: Local man to service
Fuller customers on establish-
ed route. Profits average Two
Dollars per hour to start.
Good business entire year, no
slack season. Permanent. Be
for advancement. No selling
home each night. Good chance
experience necessary or capi-
tal required. This is a real
opportunity for the man whp
wants to get into a thriving
business for himself. For full
particulars, write The Faller
Brush Company, 502 Green
Bldg., Evansville, Ind.
TIRES
With a written guarantee for car
truck or tractor. Get our price
Hodge Motor and Implement
Company. Phone 87. tic
FOR SALE: 40-acre farm; new
3-room house; good stock barn;
20 acres of timber, balance in
paeture and crop land; electri-
city; cistern in yard; well and
pond for horse lot; 5 miles
from town on highway 62;
possession December 1. Priced
to sell. The United Farm Ag-
ency. Located in K. C. Morse
Grocery. 2tp
Kennedy and Stallins — Elect-
rical contractors; REA wiring
a specialty. Work guaranteed.
Phone 365-J or 541-W. tic
SEAT COVERS
Guraanteed not to rip or fade.
For your car or truck. Instal-
lation by experts at no extra
cost. Hodge Motor and Imple-
ment Company. Phone 87. tte
FOR SALE: 4-room house on
Dawson Road. See L. M.
Hicks. 913 Dawson Road. ltp
You can save 25 cents of your
paint dollar by using RED
SPOT. Joiner's. tfc
Three women for half days:
Profitable work and perman-
ent. Representing Avon in
Princeton. Write P. 0. box 465,
Owensboro, Ky. 3tp
SAVE MONEY
Buy engineered Mo-Par parts
and accessories for your
Chrysler-built automobiles and
trucks. Hodge Motor and Im-
plement Company. Phone 87
tic
PIANOS — RADW6 — ORGANS
— SOLOVOX. Top quality,
bottom price. DYE PIANO CO.,
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Pb. 652-M. 52tp
FOR SALE: Oliver Row-Crop
70 tractor, 1947 model, with
mounted plow, disc and cul-
tivator. Tom Atwood, Cobb,
Ky, 3tp
FOR SALE: Singer Sewing ma-
chine—good as new. Call or
see me at Sula Nail's store.
Mrs. L. E. O'Hara. ltp
FOR SALE: 11-foot standard
Frigidaire, almost new. Phone
751-W. (ltc)
Administrator's Notice
All persons knowing themsel-
ves indebted to the estate of the
late Mrs. John B. Chilton please
make settlement with me on or
before August 14, 1948, and all
persons having claims against
said estate present same, proper-
ly proven, on or before the above
date.
Sara C. Harralson, Adminis-
tratrix. 3tp--July29
The earliest historian probably
was Herodotus.
Plans Complete
(Continued from Page One)
era in conducting visiting farm-
ers on the several tours which
will be made each day of the
meeting.
In addition to numerous ex-
periments with crops, rotations
and varieties, farmers will have
experiments are being conduct-
opportunity to see tests in which
ed to determine the most pro-
fitable method of placement of
fertilizers in crop production.
Visitors will be given oppor-
tunity to see the entire farm lay-
out. In the forenoon they will
inspect the soils and crops work
on the limestone area of the
farm. In the afternoon, they will
have opportunity to inspect pas-
ture experiments and crop tests,
including extensive orchard ex-
periments on the sandstone area
of the farm. Also, during the day
they will have opportunity to
Inspect dairy and poultry work
which is under way.
At 1 o'clock each day all
visitors will assemble on the
lawn for a 30-minute period
at which time Dr. E. N. Fergus.
agronomist in charge of pasture
and forage crop investigation,
University of Kentucky, will dis-
cuss "Pasture Experiments in
Western Kentucky."
All visitors will be provided
with a copy of a brief summary
giving results of all experiment-
al work on the farm through
1947 and they will have oppor-
tunity to see the results, to date,
of 1948 tests.
Everybody reads The Leader!
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RECORDS
RECORDS
RECORDS
For the First Time In Princeton
A Complete Stock!
Here's Just A Sample of What We Have. . .
WOODY WOOD PECKER
YOU CAN'T BE TRUE
DEAR
MY HAPPINESS
BLUE SHADOWS ON THE
TRAIL
TEXARKANA BABY
TWELFTH STREET RAG
SOOTHE ME
KING SIZE PAPA
DICKEY BIRD SONG
LOST JOHN'S BOOGIE
JUST FOR NOW
ROCK AND RYE
WHAT DO I HAVE TO DO
SABRE DANCE
TOOLIE OOLIE DOOLIE
I CAN'T GO ON WITH-
OUT YOU
COOL WATER
BEEDLE BAUM
LITTLE WHITE LIES
CONFESS
IT'S MAGIC
A TREE IN THE MEAD-
OW
TELL ME A STORY
BOUQUET OF ROSES
THE CUCKOO WALTZ
JUST BECAUSE
TOMORROW NIGHT
LONG GONE
BABY FACE
WALTZ OF THE WIND
HOW HIGH TIIE MOON
IF YOU'VE HEARD IT
WE'VE GOT IT OR
WE'LL GET IT
PrincetonMusicCompany
In Rear Woodall's Office
.
WATCH THIS PAPER FOR A PARTIAL LIST OF RECORDS
WE RECEIVE EACH WEEK
The Records You Want, When You Want 'Em.
sIsrookK BilieltPOR BEANS
Polk's Best
Chapman Returns Soturday Is Deadline
To Capitol Post
Candidate Quits Cam-paigning To Attend
Special Session
Louisville, July 27 -- Edward
F. Seiner, campaign chairman'
for Virgil Chapman, candidate
for the Democratic nomination
for United States Senator; said
here today Chapman would
spend "all of the time necessary"
in Washington during the next
two weeks, even though his ab-
sence from Kentucky will neces-
sitate a sharp curtailment in the
candidate's campaign activity
between now and the August
primary.
Chapman is representative in
Congress from the Sixth Ken-
tucky district, a post he has held
22 of the last 24 years.
"Mr. Chapman feels it is his
duty to remain on the job dur-
ing the .next two crucial weeks,"
`-"eiller said. "There is a possi-
lity at least two pieces of leg-
islation desperately needed 
bydkthousan of Kentuckians will
be considered by Congress dur-
ing the present special session
and the vote of every sympathe-
tic legislator will be needed."
listed the bills as fed-
eral aid to education and ade-
quate provisions for veterans'
housing. Both passed the Sen-
ate during the regular session of
the Eightieth Congress but died
in the House. Chapman supported
both measures in the House of
Representatives.
Seiller said Chapman would
return to Kentucky by plane to
fill several of his scheduled
speaking engagements, returning
to Washington im m ed i a tely
thereafter. He will be heard over
Radio Station WHAS, Louisville,
from 7 to 7:30 o'clock Friday
night, July 30, in a transcribed
address from Washington, D.C.
Chapman headquarters here
For Driver's License
Liintucky drivers are remind-
ed that midnight, July 31, is the
4ine for renewing motor ye
iMat: operator licenses at the
Sac al Circuit Court Clerk's
Office. In case of accident, lack
of, a valid driver's license is
prima facie evidence of negli-
gence. Also, any person driving
without valid license may be
fined not less than $2 or more
than $500 or imprisoned not more
thit0 six months, or both. -
kAkAiria was the first white
settlement in the Pacific north-
Vittit when fur trappers estab-
lished a fort there in the arly
1800's. This vast region became
the .Oregon territory in 1848 and
today is composed of Oregon,
Washington, Idaho, and portions
of Wyoming and Montana.
had two organization meetings
scheduled this week-end, at
which the candidate was sched
uled to speak. They include Wil-
liamstown, La Grange, 6 P.M.,
Friday, July 30, and Somerset,
1:30 P.M., Saturday, July 31.
Seiller said, however, that the
special session rendered it un-
certain whether these date.,
could be met.
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The nation's deep. :-• -
Crater Lake in Or,,. •
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SPECIALS!
on
SUMMER SUITS AND PANTS
at
REDUCED PRICES
Wood Bros.
DAD 'N LAD STORE
PEACHES
Mid-Summer, Carolina fancy, heavy syrup, 29-oz. ca
PEASLarson's, freshlike,
21k dozen cans $2.69
vacuum pack 14 1 2 can 22( VINEGAR -",,,ret.`b:, 1
oz. jar 21( WESSON OIL , .Purtult.8MAYONNAISE Queen Ann
19 oz. can 10 COFFEE Loving Cup lbAPPLE SAUCE Our Favorite
BLUING 3c:::::ules 116 az.
can
ASPARAGUS w h 14 e o a. rcga en 31(
SUGAR 25 lb. pbuarge cane $2.15
DAISY CHEESE `"" "el ibt.m 59(
CAKE MIX White, X-pert14 oz. pkg. 28(
O'('edar, all purpose, 12 oz. can
FURNITURE POLISH 43f
MARMALADE we7s0.7anrge 26f
POTTED MEAT any brand 145,1 oz. can
MUSTARD Economy,3P2epolziej:r 15(
'I 1ai(l
OMARGARINE lb. 35(
krEsi'ED PEAS "1 15(
PICKLED ONIONS Wagntr 28
PIMENTOES Deep South7 oz. can 22(
icai
rt
INES 'n mustard
FIG BARS
BROWNIES
MUTTON
sauce
15 oz. can
Zion
1 lb pkg.
11 or. pkg.
33f
25(
33(
Scott County
TOMATO 
CATSUPFLOUR 
 
1
Lite Flake
25 lb. bag S1.1
FRO, COCKTAIL "up" 111
bealati"Jilledcd" ". can 22;
VIENNA SAUSAGE, oz.canl
1COluil BEEF HASH 16,::
PET MILK :::an r 31,412 
(5aPEANUT BUTTER 16 01. 31jar
Bond's
SWEET PICKLES 16 oz.
POTATO SALAD "ni:i.,,22
SALMON 'N:'.elauttayll. can
New Hope
SARDINES' in tornSat: or. can fl
ROYAL DESSERT „g. 112
CUP CAKES ',I'," Pour"pkg.3
CIGARETTES 
1.1$7
WEEKEND MEAT SPECIALS
Hindquarter Forequarter
lb 35( MUTTON lb
SLICED BACON 1 lb. layers Ci(lb. .7
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
WATERMELONS 31( LEMONS 39(
'ORANGES sweet Floridalb. 1k CANTALOPES'CiO:71:11
Listen to "Bing Sings" elaily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro, Ky., Week Days
Red Front Stores
1
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